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For more about President Reveley and the details of his official announcement, turn to Page 2.

The Off-Campus Discrimination Debate
The topic of off-campus member involvement in
on-campus groups is on its way to a final resolution
NATALIE JOSEPH

Contributor
The Student Government
Association
(SGA)
continued its discussion
about unrecognized, offcampus
organization
members' involvement in
on-campus organizations
during the Monday, March
25 committee meeting on
the issue.
Last week's meeting
consisted of an open forum
where students were able
to voice their opinions
openly and throughout the
discussion.
This discussion involved
the
most
up-to-date
version of the revised
constitution. The meeting
Was set to last 45 minutes,
but because of the amount
of intense and thorough
discussion, it ended two
hours after its start time.
The overall goal of this
meeting was to get a group
consensus of what the
student body thinks about
members of off-campus
organizations involvement
in recognized, on-campus
organizations.
This week. Senior Class
President Gena DeMarco
led the group of about 75
students who participate in
many different recognized
and
unrecognized
organizations
as
they
discussed each specific
part of the resolution draft
in detail.

The meeting started
Each paragraph was
out as a large discussioh highly debated, and the
and then each student students in attendance
was given five minutes to were actively voicing their
discuss any amendments different opinions on the
or suggestions they could issue.
make to the resolution.
Due to all of the debating
Throughout the meeting, and voting, the resolution
SGA President Donald draft to the constitution
Knight was there to answer made it out of the
any questions that students meeting with a few minor
had about the issue while alterations.
also encouraging students
Now, the SGA is
to discuss this issue from responsible for making a
every angle. His goal few grammatical changes
was to look out for every to the new resolution draft
individual and student on and will present it as a
campus.
whole to the rest of the SGA
After DeMarco reviewed so that it can be discussed
each slide, and after further for approval.
students were able to
After the discussion
vocally share their opinions came to an end, DeMarco
on each paragraph of informed
students
of
the constitution, every the next meeting, which
person in attendance was took place the following
able to participate in an day, Tuesday, March 26,
anonymous vote to either to continue unresolved
pass or deny each part of business.
the constitution.
Knight said this about the
Before voting on the next meeting: "Tuesday's
constitution,
the SGA meeting will be short
gave the students an and more focused on inopportunity
to
make house issues and general
changes and amendments problems that the students
to each statement.
are having. We will discuss
During the voting this issue slightly and
process, each student was then continue with other
required to close their eyes business and then revive
and then was able to raise the issue next week."
their hand to either pass
Knight also stated that
or deny the statements no voting will take place at
that were currently up this week's SGA meeting,
for discussion. Only 51 but there will be another
percent of the overall discussion about the issue
vote was needed for each planned for next week.
statement to pass.
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Standing Ovation to the Interim President

Celebrating the lasting accomplishments of Marge Connelly
position will end on June
1 with the presidential
transition of Reveley.
A standing ovation was Whilewelcoming Reveley
given to Interim President at the
announcement
Marge
Connelly
this event, Connelly said,
Tuesday, March 26 at the "In a million years, I
formal
announcement couldn't have dreamed of
event for President-Elect having such a wonderful
experience, and I jokingly
W. Taylor Reveley IV.
Marianne Radcliff, rector say that this is going to be
of the Board of Visitors, the only job I've ever had
thanked Connelly for her where I'm going to leave
it feeling younger than
service to the university.
"In just the few short when I started."
months,
President
Born in Horseheads,
Connelly
has
moved N.Y., Connelly earned
Longwood forward in a bachelor's degree in
so many ways," Radcliff political science from the
University of Delaware,
said.
"She has
inspired while joking that she
faculty and staff to think also majored in "rabbleabout
different ways rousing."
of doing business that
"This was particularly
have brought significant true when I was going
benefits to students as well to school in Washington,
as the university's bottom D.C., but part of what
line," continued Radcliff. was, I think, attractive
"Her contributions will about political science
be
remembered,
and was
action,
political
she leaves Longwood in action and really being
fantastic shape for our personally involved and
new president, and for out there demonstrating,
that, we will always be and as a younger person,
tremendously
grateful. that was both a lot of fun,
We were very lucky to but also very rewarding in
have her talents."
terms of feeling like I was
Before her time as interim doing my best with what I
president,
Connelly had at the time to make a
served
as
Financial difference," said Connelly.
Services Executive for
In the past, Connelly
the university and served worked for Capital One
as rector for the Board of Financial Services from
Visitors for eight years. 1995 to 2006 before
Beginning her time as rising to executive vice
interim
president
on president, served as chief
July 1, 2012, Connelly's operating
officer for
MICHELLE GOLDCHAIN

Features Editor

Wachovia Securities (now
Wells Fargo Advisors)
from 2006 to 2008 and
eventually served as global
chief operating officer
for Barclaycard from July
2009 to December 2011.
In her positions, Connelly
oversaw
information
technology
and
operations management
as well as cultivated
relationships
with
business,
government
and community leaders,
according
to
the
Longwood website.
Connelly has two
children with her partner
Julie Christopher.
Diane Easter, special
assistant to the president
and director of Events
& Ceremonies, said, "I
think she kept Longwood
moving in the right
direction. She got us
thinking about creative
new ways to do things and
find solutions tp problems
that we had for years."
"I think she got us to agree
on strategic priorities that
guided the campus for
this year, and we'll still
have in place next year,
and they were things
everybody could agree
should be the priorities
for us strategically, and I
think really just keeping
us pulled together and
moving. It wasn't a
stagnant time. We really
did
make
progress,"
added Easter.
Connelly said, "I think
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in many ways I was just
able to be a catalyst to
lots of amazing talent
that exists here. One of
the things that makes this
such a delight is I get to
work with really fabulous
people, and being able to
just help them channel
those talents and channel
those energies in a positive
way I think has created
some pretty good things."
Dr. Kenneth Perkins,
provost
and
vice
president for Academic
Affairs, said that under
Connelly's
leadership,!
"If s been extraordinarily
productive... I feel like I've
never worked harder, but
If 8 been very rewarding."
During her time as
interim
president,
Connelly stated that she.
focused most on student*
success.
"Ensuring that our
students graduate in a
timely fashion with the
competencies and theexperience
that
they*
need to really go out and
get good jobs and havei
a good life and make at
meaningful contribution*
to their community. That ia,
number one. That is whaj£
it is first and foremost
about."
Dr. Tun Pierson, vicej
president for Student
Affairs, said,
"Wheif
you've been around a
very, very bright...
S u 'LONGWOOD', P C . 6
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Reveley Announced as Longwood University's 26th President
definitely wanted higher education
to be one of those perspectives, but
we also wanted a little bit of business
"Ever since Saturday, I've had one acumen."
particular, very important question
In addition to his work at the Miller
on my mind," began Longwood Center, Reveley was previously
University
President-Elect
W. coordinating attorney for the National
Taylor Reveley IV at the formal War Powers Commission and chair
announcement of his presidency. of the Board of Trustees of Virginia
"And that is whether I'm a member of Intermont College. He has also served
the Red Team or the Green Team."
as a corporate attorney at Hunton &
The Longwood University Board Williams.
of Visitors (BOV) named Reveley
Reveley received his undergraduate
as the university's 26th president degree from Princeton University,
with a unanimous vote during their his master's degree from Union
Saturday, March 23 meeting.
Presbyterian Seminary and his J.D.
Reveley will succeed Brig. Gen. from the U.Va. School of Law.
Patrick Finnegan, who resigned in
After a nine-month national search,
June 2012, and Marge Connelly, who Reveley was one of the four finalists
has served as interim president since who visited campus for an interview
July 2012. He will serve as president process that included private question
until at least 2018.
and answer sessions with various
"We felt very comfortable with his groups representing the university,
vision and view of his Longwood, and said Radcliff.
he had really prepared, which always
These constituents included students,
makes you feel good when somebody faculty and staff that representatives
cares enough about your university from the 15-member Presidential
to really spend a lot of time looking Search Advisory Committee selected.
into it/' said Marianne Radcliff, Radcliff said these individuals were
BOV rector and ex-officio member asked to keep the identities of the
of the Presidential Search Advisory presidential candidates a secret.
Committee.
Radcliff said the final four candidates
Reveley currently serves as visited campus on March 14 and
managing director of the University of 15 (two individuals interviewed
Virginia's Miller Center, a nonpartisan per day). The Presidential Search
institute that focuses on expanding Advisory Committee recommended
understanding of the United States two finalists to the BOV that Saturday,
presidency, policy and political which Radcliff said was an "easy
history. He will assume his role as decision."
president on June 1.
The two candidates went before
"We really wanted to make sure the BOV the next Saturday, March 23,
we had people with different before the governing board appointed
perspectives," Radcliff said. "We Reveley as president-elect.
BECCA LUNDBERG

Dr. Derek Taylor,
associate
professor of English and vice chair
of the Presidential Search Advisory
Committee chaired by BOV member
Jane Maddux, said Reveley "had a lot
of support from the committee."
Taylor said Reveley has an
"impressive mind," as he "has one
of those supple minds that is able to
see all of the possibilities and is able
to think things through in a very
strategic and wise way."
Reveley has familial ties to
Longwood, since his grandmother
and her sisters, as well as his great
grandmother, graduated from the
university.
His grandfather taught biology
at the university. His paternal
grandfather also had roots in higher
education in the area, as he served
as president of Hampden-Sydney
College.
When asked how he knew Longwood
was the right fit for him as a leader,
Reveley said, "The foremost thing is
the spirit of the place. It's just kind of
self-evident as you're walking around
campus."
As far as the initiatives Reveley
plans to launch during his time as
president, he would like to focus on
the retention rate. He noted that about
60 percent of Longwood students
complete their undergraduate degree
within six years. He said it "would be
nice to see that number improve ...
and help people get through and get
their degree in a timely way."
Reveley would also like to help
"build the visibility of Longwood. A
university thafs 175 years old that is
one of the hundred oldest college and
universities in the country ought to be
better known than it is."
While Reveley said the media is
a factor in raising the university's
profile, he also believes it is important
to "really continue to emphasize what
a great student experience Longwood
is and to keep making that better and
better and better. I hope that would be
seen as one of my single achievements
is that people continue to love this
place and love it even more."
A focus on fundraising will also
ibe a priority for Reveley, as well as
working with the General Assembly
and the Commonwealth of Virginia,
in general, to retrieve state funding.
"I think that in the spirit of strategic
planning, one thing that'll be fun
to think through with everyone, is
how we can shape the Longwood
The Board of Visiton formal announcement took place In Blackwell Hall, where Reveley officially curriculum for the future in a way that
greets the campus for the first time.
makes the most sense," said Reveley.
News Editor
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addresses the crowd.

Reveley believes shaping the
university's curriculum around the
concept of citizen leadership would
be an effective way to go about this.
Reveley enjoyed his time working
with students at the Miller Center and
is looking forward to interacting with
students at Longwood.
"He's really a mesh of everything
you could want in a president," said
Brian Reid, student
representative
to the Presidential Search Advisory
Committee. "He's taught before, he's
been a student in college, he's had
administrative experience, he knows
his way around the legislature in
Virginia."
From spending time with Reveley,
Reid believes he "understands the
struggle of the 21st century student."
Reid added, "He will always make
an effort to show students he does
care about us, and he's here for us,
and if he's not here and you don't
see him on campus, it's because he's
somewhere advocating for us."
Each university president seems to
have a unique approach to his or her
role. Regarding his own leadership
style, Reveley said he plans to be
"very engaged with the students."
As far as the Longwood event
Reveley aims to make his signature, he
quipped, "I haven't picked out exactly
whether it's the dunking booth or the
Big Event; there's a lot of traditions
here."
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LANCER STUDENT INVESTMENT FUND

Beginning next week, the Lancer
Student Investment Fund (LSIF) will
be providing weekly market updates
through The Rotunda. The articles
will include a prior week recap on
the stock market, supplemented
with information such as important
economic data releases, macroeconomic
news,
notable
stock
highlights and current commentary/

longwoodrotunda
Interested In writing,
broadcasting or photography?
Come out to The Rotunda
meetings, every Thursday
at 7 p.m. In Hlner 1091 We're
always looking for more
writers, photographers and
the like!
OPEN POSITIONS ON THE
EDITORIAL BOARD:
- Assistant News Editor
- Business Assistant
-Advertising Assistant
- Assistant Layout Editor
Please contact Gabrielle Pedro, Editorin-Chief, at rotundaeditor@gmaii.com
for more information.

$250,000. Since then, the organization
has seen tremendous success, growing
the fund's holdings to a current level
of $480,000. Their largest holdings
include Amazon.com, Exxon Mobil
and Apple Inc.
The fund holds a total of 57 stocks
and can be described as a strictly
long domestic equity portfolio that
concentrates on Mid to Mega Cap
stocks. The fund's operations are run
by its ten sector managers that range
from seniors to sophomores and

serves as a great way for members to
gain real world experience in the field
of finance and investing.
If you are interested in learning
more about the fund, please email
Kyle Profilet at kyle.profilet@live.
longwood.edu. The LSIF is always
looking for interested members who
are eager to learn and participate.
Meetings are held every Tuesday at
6:00 p.m. in room G14 of Hiner Hall.

Politics Club Corner: A Perspective from Off-Campus Life
EMILY WILKINS

Longwood Rotunda

observations made by the sector
managers.
The LSIF i s very excited to team
up with The Rotunda to shed light
on some of the important market
moving information that they are
following and feel it will be a great
way for students to learn a little about
investing before they become working
professionals.
The LSIF was founded in the
spring of 2002, when a grant by the
Foundation Board was given for

Contributor
On Monday, March 25 the Student
Government
Association
held
the second committee meeting to
discuss a resolution involving offcampus organizations and their
participation in on campus clubs and
organizations.
While it was a larger step forward
for off-campus organizations, the
discussion was heated. As a member
of an off-campus organization who
has also belonged to the Politics Club
for years, this issue is incredibly
close to my heart. While I know that
I am not judged by my fellow Politics
Club members, I will forever be
saddened by the level of animosity
that was projected at my off-campus
organization, as well as others like
mine.
I am a junior here at Longwood, and
I have watched as many of the class
of 2014 find their way into various
forms of involvement. No longer are
we the scared freshmen participating

in New Lancer Days. We have all
grown as people. I have so much
respect for those that went on to
be members of on-campus Greek
organizations and grew into leaders
in their organizations. Unfortunately,
that was not my path nor was it the
path for my sisters.
My organization stands for respect
and love and serves for the mutual
benefit of the members. Through
joining my organization, I have found
my stride here at Longwood, and for
the first time, I feel like a part of the
community. I have found a warm
family that allowed me to grow as a
person. Because of my sisters, I am a
better sister, friend and student.
I know that it can be difficult for
certain members of on-campus
organizations to understand why
I joined my organization with the
supposed repercussions associated
with joining these organizations;
however, I would be remiss if I
didn't point out that, according to
the student handbook, there are no
repercussions to joining off-campus

organizations.
Furthermore, my right to associate
and gather is protected by the United
States Constitution in the First
Amendment. NAACP vs. Alabama
upheld that freedom of association
is an important part of free speech,
even though the First Amendment
does not expressly state that there is
freedom of association.
My sisters and I pay the same
tuition, attend the same classes, pass
you in the hallway and hold the door
open for you to the Student Union.
We have faces and feelings. Some
of what was said in the meeting
attacked who we are as individuals,
and it was offensive.
The whole argument against
allowing members of off-campus
organizations from joining oncampus organizations rests on the
idea that members of off-campus
organizations have qualities and
associate with people that make them
undesirable to those on-campus
organizations. If this is the case, I
would invite people to have dinner

with us and get to know us. We are
a warm and welcoming group of
people. We have not been allowed
to promote ourselves or even defend
ourselves against harmful and
unfounded rumors.
There are many misconceptions
that have been allowed to ferment,
and they are damaging. I ask that
those who spread these rumors or
listen to them understand the effect
these words have. My rights not only
as a Longwood student, but also
as a tax-paying citizen of Virginia
and a citizen of the U.S., are being
called into question because of these
rumors.
We do not seek to have benefits that
are higher than other groups — we
simply seek equality.
***• This editorial is an opinion stated
by the writer and does not represent
the i'iews of The Rotunda or Longwood
University.

Janet D. Greenwood Library Basement Infested with Mold A New Era of
KATIE HOLLOWAY

Contributor
Last month, mold was found
on several books in the storage
basement of Janet D. Greenwood
Library.
At first, it was thought to be an
isolated incident, but the mold
turned out to be present on nearly
45,000 books. There was a blog post
released last week that went into
detail about the incident. The library
basement will be quarantined until it
is completely cleaned.
Dean of the Library Suzy Palmer
said, "If you have to work through a
disaster, this is how to work through
it"
Palmer and Amanda Hartman,
head of Special Collections and
Digital Initiatives, have taken the
necessary precautions to control the
situation.
Palmer and Hartman's main
concerns are to ensure that no one is
exposed to the mold, that the mold is
contained and that they have a plan
of action made by various experts
for the issue.
Hartman first discovered mold on
only one book. The discovery led to
more frequent visits to the basement
where it turned out that it was, in
fact, one of many more moldy books.
However, most of the books in
the ba$ement are duplicates of
material from the upper levels of the

library. There are also microfilm and
VHS tapes that are contaminated;
however, these can be cleaned with
Clorox wipes. After the materials
are cleaned, they will not enter the
basement again. They will be put
upstairs where the main collections
are.
"It is a kind of tight space, so we
might have to make room," Palmer
said.
. Once Palmer became aware of
the mold, she notified the Faculty
Senate Library Advisory Committee.
The committee is responsible for
reporting to Palmer and notifying all
students, faculty and staff of library
issues.
The basement has never been
a public area for students and
faculty. Only those under special
circumstances have access. Since the
basement is an enclosed space, the
entire library is fortunately safe from
the quarantined basement.
"The great news is that it [the
mold] was not caused by a particular
incident," Hartman stated. There
was no spillage or leak of the sort
that sparked the mold to form.
Palmer added that mold in libraries
is not an unusual problem. Shortly
after the incident, she sent an email
to other public library institutions
and "got a lot of responses within
hours for who to go to for help and
suggestions of who to call. That
means there are best practices for

how to deal with this, so we did
not have to start from scratch. It is
comforting in how other people
have gone through this and that we
have a lot of support from colleagues
in other institutions."
The plan of action includes
composing a list of which books
to keep, investigate if it is cheaper
to replace the items or decide on
another option and then discard the
rest of the books. They will be boxed
off and immediately discarded in
order to avoid further contaminating
another environment.
Afterwards, BELFOR, a disaster
remediation company, will come in
to clean. The estimated time it' will
take is around one week, meaning
most of the preparation work is in
the hands of Palmer and Hartman.
An environmental hygienist came
to evaluate the mold and air quality,
and the detailed report is available
online for anyone interested in
viewing it.
"The environmental company
wanted the remedial scan in order
to have the best practices lined out
for them so they knew what type
of mold it was [in order] to treat it
properly and clean it the right way,"
said Hartman.
Hartman added that while the
floors, walls and shelves are being
cleaned, there would be air scrubbers
that filter the air running.
In order to determine which

books need to be kept, replaced or
cleaned, an email containing a list
of all the books in the basement was
sent out to faculty to give them the
opportunity to notify Palmer if they
wanted something in particular.
According to Hartman, many
faculty members have been very
helpful in looking at titles that they
should investigate.
Palmer plans to send out a
reminder email in mid-April, so
everything can be underway as
efficiently as possible.
"Thankfully, we are not going to
really be impacting the library's
collection," Palmer said.
Depending on how many items
need to be cleaned, the cost will
range from $25,000 to $45,000.
Hartman said the more that needs
to be cleaned, the more people the
company will have to send over,
which raises the cost. Palmer noted
that the $25,000 price saves 2,000
items, and that is probably the
number they are looking at in this
situation.
The source of the money from the
university that will pay for the costs
is still being determined.
"In addition to the faculty being
supportive, the administration has
been very easy to work with and
doing what we need to do," Palmer
said. "It's not a happy situation, but
everyone is making it easier to deal
with."

Development of the Quality Enhancement Plan Continues
BECCA LUNDBERG

News Editor
Longwood University is working toward
establishing undergraduate research projects that
benefit both undergraduate students and their
faculty mentors.
The development of this program, which is part
of Longwood's Quality Enhancement Plan (QEP)
to advance undergraduate research and academic
inquiry, continues nearly a year after the selection
of the QEP topic
Longwood works to receive both accreditation
and reaffirmation from the Southern Association
of Colleges and Schools Commission on Colleges
(SACS) every 10 years, and the development of
the QEP is part of this process. Dr. McRae Amoss,
professor of French, is also the QEP director.
SACS accreditation and reaffirmation aids
students in acquiring federally subsidized
financial aid and allows university courses to be
regionally and internationally recognized.
Dr. Paul Miller, director of Elon University's
Undergraduate Research Program, brought
his expertise to the university with a March
20 presentation on undergraduate research
programs.
Dr. Heather Lettner-Rust, member of the QEP
Working Group and assistant professor of English,
met Miller at a conference in October and helped
bring him to the university as a QEP consultant.
"[Elon University has] an office devoted to
working with faculty and students, as we're
working toward," Lettner-Rust said.
Lettner-Rust said a central reason why the QEP
Working Group selected Miller as a consultant
was "the relative parody of our institution with
his." Elon, while a private university, is also a
liberal arts institution. The university features
an undergraduate population of about 5,300 in
comparison to Longwood's approximate 4,800
undergraduate students.
According to Miller, Elon University launched
the Undergraduate Research Program in 1992.
The program began within scientific disciplines
but eventually expanded to every department on
campus.
"I think every faculty member on campus, every
student on campus, has the opportunity to benefit
from this high-impact pedagogue," Miller said.
A signature component within the program is
the Summer Undeigraduate Research Experience

(SURE), an extensive, eight week-long program
that allows faculty to work as research mentors
for undergraduate students. Both faculty and
students receive stipends for their work.
Miller highlighted three important concepts
concerning
faculty
involvement
with
undergraduate research: service, scholarship
and teaching, which he said are "essential to our
evaluation system as well as our promotion and
tenure system."
Regarding service, Miller saijHfls Important for
"people to be not only willingto serve as mentors
but also be willing to serve as me key constituents
in forming the direction of the program." He
added that it is essential for faculty and the
undergraduate research office to communicate
regularly.
Scholarship, according to Miller, means actions
such as reviewing applications for funding,
setting up research days and summer programs
and reviewing programs.
As far as the role of teaching in the undergraduate
research process, Miller said, "A lot of one-onone time spent with a student on an unanswered
question is an awesome teaching opportunity."
According to Miller, there are a great deal
of benefits for students who participate in
undergraduate research, such as enhanced
academic performance and productivity, skill
development, networking opportunities, initial
employment, professional confidence and
identity, higher income level and career eminence.
"Anecdotally, I can tell you that the students
we've worked with in undergraduate research at
Elon matriculate to better graduate programs,"
Miller said.
Miller cited benefits for faculty mentors such
as personal satisfaction, fulfillment with their
job when they are working with students in
research, enhanced creative energy, professional
rejuvenation and a motivation to remain current.
Faculty participation in undergraduate research,
in Miller's experience, motivates faculty "to keep
pushing the ball down the field, so to speak,
especially when those efforts are aligned with
their career and research interests."
Miller believes universities should invest in
undergraduate research because "production
across the faculty increases when a good
undergraduate research program is instituted." He
said there is enhanced educational commitment,
increased faculty retention and additional talent

development within universities when these
types of programs are established.
"We're able to take young people, early career
people, who are probably at the cutting edge of
their discipline coming out of graduate programs
and being able to develop their talent in other
areas," Miller added.
Miller said financial support for Elon's
Undergraduate Research Program, such as
ongoing grant and aid programs and endowed
gifts to student learning and research help the
program thrive.
Each year at Elon, $30,000is allocated to researchrelated travel and $20,000 is given toward grant
and aid. There is separate funding for the National
Conference on Undergraduate Research (NCUR),
which Elon's Undergraduate Research Program
sends 40-50 students to annually.
A successful undergraduate research program,
Miller said, is of high quality, easily accessible,
effectively marketed adjusted to fit the respective
institution's culture.
Miller said it is essential for students participating
in undergraduate to reach out to younger students
in order to get them interested.
"When you have a student who's coming up
behind you who you know, who's a good student,
an engaged student, talk to them about why that
has fed your passions, get them excited about it,
invite them to be part of it," Miller said.
Shelby Waugh, a student representative within
the QEP Working Group, thought Miller's
presentation was helpful in providing her with
ideas to set up a university research day.
"Since we are having a summer research program
... i f d be really cool if we set up a fall research
day and had all the people from summer do it,"
Waugh said.
Waugh said this is most likely a long-term
goal because she is not sure if the funds for a fall
research day are currently available.
Lettner-Rust thought it was interesting that
undergraduate research is "largely done through
individual mentoring relationships with professor
and student, and I think thafs kind of a signature
of Longwood."
Ultimately, said Lettner-Rust, "I think that
our real growth area may be helping individual
professors mentor students and not, so to speak,
start other classes or start whole new programs."

SGA Cut Short to Attend Formal Announcement of LU's New President
GABRIELLE PEDRO

Editor-in-Chief
The
Student
Government
Association (SGA) meeting that took
place on Tues., March 26, began with
Secretary Steven Sommer making
• motion to adjourn the March 19
meeting, since the SGA did not have
quorum at the time to formally do
9Q-T'
It was noted that the continuing
discussion regarding off-campus
organizations and their involvement
with H |
recognized
campus
organizations would continue next
week aa well.
This week's new business was
primarily comprised of die Student

Finance Committee report and
allocations, headed by Treasurer
Queen Burrell.
One of the motions was to
allocate $110 to the Honor Students'
Association for movie rights to a
documentary called to be shown
during an event promoting hunger
awareness. The motion was passed
to allocate the money.
Phi Mu Delta Fraternity asked
SFC to allocate $3,800 to bring the
Save a Life tour to Longwood next
semester. The motion failed since
the event would take place next
semester, and die SGA only allows
allocations for die current semester.
The last order of new business
was a request to allocate $290 to the

Society of Physics Students, who was no representative from the
asked for the money to help pay organization present this motion
for a concrete boat and trebuchet was tabled.
competition against HampdenA letter from Dr. Jason Milne was
Sydney College.
read to the senators of die SGA.
The motion failed due to Though Milne commended the
ongoing payment issues with die SGA for funding the Big Event, he
organization—it was recommended was disappointed in the lack of
to not allocate the money until these participation on their part. A senator
issues were remedied. Burrell then argued that the Big Event committee
mentioned that the SFC Would be did not come to the SGA regarding
sending their final organization participation until the last minute,
budgets for next year to the SGA a potential factor in the lack of/SGA
for final approval at next week's participation, and that in previous
meeting.
semesters they had enough time to
It was also brought forth to die get involved.
SGA to approve the constitution of
"The next SGA meeting will take
the National Retail Federation and place in the BC rooms of Lankford
Student Association. Since there Student Union on TVies., April 2.

Leadership
BECCA LUNDBERG

News Editor
The
presidential
selection
process
at
Longwood University is
not accompanied by poster
campaigns and mudslinging,
unlike a typical United States
presidential election. In fact,
it is a pretty civilized process.
It is also extremely complex.
On Saturday, March 23,
Longwood
University
students, faculty and staff
NEWS
learned that the university's
COLUMN
26th president will be W.
Taylor Reveley IV, who is
currently Managing Director of University of
Virginia's Miller Center. While many thought
the announcement was sudden, the decision
wasn't a quick one.
Last summer, the university faced the task of
launching a presidential search less than two
years after the Board of Visitors (BOV) named
Brig. Gen. Patrick Finnegan as university
president. Finnegan resigned from his
presidency on June 30 due to unnamed healthrelated issues, an action that surprised many.
Students knew Finnegan as the president who
sat with them at Dorrill Dining Hall and splashed
other students with paint when he participated
in Color Wars. Faculty and staff saw him as
the leader who tackled a number of issues and
launched initiatives with the academic strategic
plan. All of these connections made it seem like
a personal loss, and it was. But the university
had also lost a president.
So began the nine month-long presidential
search. While the BOV appoints the president,
the Presidential Search Advisory Committee
conducted a great deal of the search process.
This committee consisted of 15 individuals,
including BOV members, faculty and staff, and
one student representative.
Before finding and interviewing specific
candidates, the Presidential Search Advisory
Committee held sessions around campus for
students, faculty and staff, as well as particular
groups within the university, asking what the
Longwood community desired in a president.
Of course, there were some controversies
involved, despite this process not being
extremely similar to a U.S. presidential election.
The Longwood University president is required
to have a graduate degree, which Interim
President Marge Connelly has not earned. This
upset a great deal of students, who launched
an initiative this year by hanging up signs in
academic buildings that read, "Keep Marge in '
Charge."
There were also some questions about how ,
the candidates' names were kept private from J
many members of the university community.
In January, eight to 10 finalists were chosen,
but their names were not released due to j
confidentiality reasons.
Ultimately, however, the search process
continued and the BOV appointed Reveley. The
Longwood community seems generally excited
to get to know the president-elect, especially
because of his familial ties with the university. '
According to a university press release, several
women in his family attended Longwood, and
his great grandfather was a biology professor at
the university.
While Reveley's résumé reflects a great deal of
work and commitment (check out The Rotunda's >
presidential coverage this week to find out !
more), his family history with Longwood is
personally intriguing to me. I like the idea of a
leader who has known of the institution for a
long time.
As a journalist, of course, I know there is more to
a presidency than family history. I look forward
to seeing how Reveley applies his experiences
to his presidency, as well as the initiatives he
launches. While I will only remain at Longwood
for a year after this semester, I am sure I will see
a difference, if not several, before I graduate.
Connelly's time at the university during
this presidential search process should also
be recognized. She is an extremely honest,
ambitious woman from what I have seen, and
I have no doubt she will succeed in her future
endeavors.
As a junior at this university, I have never
been a student during the term of a long-term
president. President Patricia Cormier retired
from her 13 year presidency just a few months
before I came to Longwood, and as previously
mentioned, Finnegan stepped down less than
two years into his presidency.
After reporting on this presidential search
process for nearly a year now, I hope to see
these efforts result in a long-term president that
does wonders for his university. Reveley is set
to serve as president until at least 2018, and I
look forward to seeing the direction he leads the .
university in.
"' This editortal is an opinion stated by the writer and
does not represent the views of The Rotunda or Longwood
University.
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Fifth Annual Big Event Lives Up to its Name:
Almost 100 Jobs Available to More than 400 Volunteers
MONICA NEWELL

Asst. Features Editor
In 1982, Joe Nussbaum, Vice President of the
Student Government Association (SGA) of Texas
A&M University, founded the Big Event as a way
for the students at the university to say Thank
You" to the surrounding community.
31 years later, the Big Event is still going strong
at A&M, but also at locations such as Virginia Tech,
Florida State University, James Madison University,
the University of North Dakota, University of
Oklahoma, the University of Mississippi, Auburn
University, Mississippi State University, University
of Nebraska-Lincoln and Longwood University.
On Sat., March 23, 450 Longwood students
gathered behind Lankford Student Union to
participate in the fifth annual Big Event. While
the Big Event is a good way to earn community
service hours for your club or Greek organization
and looks good on your résumé for post-graduate
education, this is not the only reason students
helped out. They were there to give thanks to the
community that has supported them throughout
their years here and will continue to support them
in the future.
While the number of students was 300 fewer
than the 750 that had signed up, it was still a fair
amount of students. This year saw an increase in
the number of jobs, a 30-job increase making almost
100 jobs available to participants.
The Director of the Big Event Tracey Clements
said, "When we first began the event [five years

Photo By: Asst. Photo Editor Mike Kropf
Shea McCuller prepares to enjoy a hamburger behind the Student Union after a long morning of community
service. The post-event picnic was sponsored by Aramark.

ago], we had around 20-30 students and 12 jobs.
We did really, really little the first year. It was
super little. Now we're almost at 100 [jobs]. I'd
say that's an improvement. The increase this year
was awesome. I feel that we did a lot of PR and

marketing in the community more this year, so that
probably helped. "
Students started to collect behind the Student
Union at around 8 a.m. to register for the event,
find the other members of their groups and receive

needed supplies to aid them at their job sites. The
registration process lasted until 9 a.m., and then
it was off to the races. Students participated at
their sites from 9:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. After that,
the students and staff of the event were treated to
an outdoor picnic hosted by Aramark, one of the
sponsors of this year's Big Event.
The jobs in question are basically anything a
person could do without the use of power tools.
It could range from raking leaves,, painting a
structure, weeding, mulching, planting flowers,
picking up trash off the side of the road, etc.
The Director of Projects for the event Quaid
Anderson said, "I know some major [jobs] this year
were raking, mulching, painting, weeding; just
normal yard work."
Clements said, "[The types of jobs are] pretty
much the same. Ifs always been the same every
year, anything around the house people need done.
Most of it is yard work obviously. I mean, [just] odd
things, in's and o u f s to help people out."
While some stumbles were expected, neither the
enthusiasm of the staff nor the enthusiasm of the
volunteers was dampened in any way.
Sophomore Kendall Tlgnor said, "I participate in
the Big Event because it puts Longwood out in the
community.'"
When asked if she thought the Big Event would
take place this time next year, Clements had only
this to say, "Most definitely. I think that [the Big
Event] will take place for many years."

(Left and Above) One of the many groups of Longwood University students volunteering cleaned up the exterior of New Creations Day Care
as part of Saturday's Big Event - Longwood's yearly community service project. Photos By: Asst. Photo Editor Mike Kropf.

The Biggest Influences Behind This Year's Big Event
MICHELLE GOLDCHAIN

Features Editor
It may be only one day a year, but The Big Event is the biggest
one to look out for. As Longwood University's largest campus-wide
community service project. The Big Event breaks records every year,
whether through the number of students attending or the number of
projects in the community being attended to.
For this year's Big Event, we can thank two individuals for their
hard work and determination to put on an even bigger Big Event
with a record-breaking 99 projects in the town of Farmville.
Tracey Clements, a senior accounting major, served as Director of
The Big Event. This year marks her third year participating in the Big
Event as well as her second as a member of the executive board. She
began working with The Big Event in her sophomore year under the
Projects Committee and served as Director of Projects in her junior
year.
As Director, Clements' roles are to oversee all executive positions
and committees in The Big Event.
William "Quaid" Anderson, a junior computer science major,
served as Director of Projects. This year marked Anderson's third
year participating in The Big Event and his first year on the executive
board.
In last year's Big Event, Anderson served on the Projects Committee
headed under the Director of Project. Anderson stated that what
motivated him to join the executive board of the Big Event Committee
was "Just to step up to the next level."
As Director of Projects, his duties entailed getting the jobs that
students would go to on the day of the event. Doing this, his
committee called residents in the town of Farmville, asking for their
interest in the event and also setting up a survey date to check safety,
what chores were being asked from students and if any supplies
would be donated by the resident.
Growing up in Powhatan, Va., both Clements and Anderson often
did community service. Anderson said that some activities he did
included going out with his church, going to nursing homes, doing
yard work as well as participating in Relay for Life and Invisible
Children.
"Ifs giving back to the community that I live in. I f s making them

feel better. You're making a difference to someone that could really
use i t " said Anderson.
Cements said, "I love community service because i f s a good thing
to give back to the community that allows us and this campus to be
here."
While the goal for this year's Big Event was to have 100 job sites and
only 99 were achieved, Anderson said, "I think it was very successful.
I think it was very successful last year, but I think this year, with the
executive board, we had our motive to really push each other, we did
a great job, and hopefully next year i f s even better and we do break
100."
Cements said, "I feel like we definitely went to the max of our PR
and marketing this year. We definitely reached [out] to the community
more as a whole instead of just word of mouth and reputation. We
went to churches and to the Town Hall meetings to get out."
Speaking on this year's Big Event, Anderson said, "The biggest
challenges were definitely setting up the surveys, going out and
meeting people and then working with them at a time that worked
for [both] them and the students."
Cements stated, "Definitely, die challenges of this year's Big Event
were students not showing up that signed up. We had 750 students
signed up... but quite a few didn't show up. Around 250 didn't show
up, which makes it hard after we plan each jobs site [and] the number
of people [for each one]."
Anderson commented that the set up for the The Big Event was
altered this year in that there were fewer members allowed for each
committee. He noted that last year there had not been enough work
to go around with so many.
With fewer committee members, Anderson said, "There was a lot of
pressure on my committee, and they stepped up big time."
With advice for students on next year's Big Event executive board,
Anderson said, "Definitely prepare for the unexpected."
He further added, "Don't wait until the last minute ... Just work
hard and everything is going to be fine. We all had a lot of fun."
Cements added, T r y to plan as best as you can, and always strive to
do better than we did in the past years... Reach out to more students
and people in the community. Make it bigger and better each year. I f s
called the Big Event for a reason."

Photo By: Asst. Photo Edtor Mike Kropf
William "QuakT Anderson and Tracey Clements, both veterans of The Big
Event, were Integral in the implementation of this year's project.
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Southgate Shopping Center to Face Major Changes
BECCA LUNDBERG

News Editor
Southgate
Shopping
Center, located at 900 South
Main St., is set to undergo
significant changes with
grocery
store
Kroger's
closing and the relocation
of other stores, according
to Town Manager Gerald
Spates.
Two other retail locations
in the shopping center,
department store Roses and
fast food chain Dairy Queen,
closed recently as well.
A March 19 statement from
the company announced
that Kroger is set to close in
between May 21 and June
4, meaning the store's 80
employees will lose their
jobs.
The
company
said
the Farmville store is
not profitable, as the
22,000 square foot store
is small in comparison to
a typical Kroger's 90,000
to 120,000 square feet and
amenities such as a gas
station, pharmacy, deli and
bakery.
Spates wrote a letter to
Kroger requesting that
the company reconsider
their decision to close the
Farmville store but has not
yet received a response.
'The main thing is, with
the total retail sales in
Farmville, the growth of the
university and the traffic
count in this area, there's a
lot of people that come in
here and shop," Spates said.
"There's a lot of people that

go to Kroger. I go to Kroger."
However, Spates believes
the local location will close,
as he said Jim Covington,
whose
company
owns
Southgate Shopping Center,
previously
discussed
remodeling the store to
meet Kroger's standards to
no avail.
Spates added, "Maybe
it will spur some interest
in building a new store,
somewhere else in town, so
you never know."
According to Covington,
Kroger's lease with The
Covington Company does
not expire for another year
and a half, so his company
will continue to receive rent
money from Kroger until
that point.
"The lease doesn't have
a continuous operating
clause, so they had the right
to close," said Covington.
As for the other vacancies
within the shopping center,
Spates said there will
most likely be two to three
retailers in the space where
Roses was located, including
a potential medical office.
"I wouldn't think the
stores would stay vacant
very long," said Spates.
"We've got a lot of people
looking at coming in here."
Spates said there is a
grocery store company
looking
into
perhaps
leasing at the shopping
center, as well as a fast food
chain interested in possibly
acquiring the space where
Dairy Queen was located.
The overall plans for the

MICHELLE GOLDCHAIN

Features Editor

A few of the bueinesses at Southgate Shopping Center are already closed or have decided not to
renew their lease.

shopping center remain
unclear.
"College Plaza went
through the same thing
Southgate's going through
right now, and look how
much that's changed,"
Spates said, referring to
the growth at the shopping
center located at 1005 South
Main St.
"Basically, we've got a
blank sheet of paper, and
thafs fine with us," said
Covington. "We've got
proposals out for a bunch
[of companies], and we'll
see what we can do."
Covington added, "Ifs

a very, very good location;
i f s in the town next to
Longwood. So we've got to
come up with a whole new
program, and we will."
What is for certain, said
Spates, is that restaurant
Country Cookin', a separate
building still within the
shopping center, is not
renewing its lease and
plans to relocate to another
shopping center.
Drug store chain CVS,
which is part of the
shopping center's strip, is
set to move to the current
location building of County
Cookin' by 2014, said Spates.

There are plans to demolish
the current building and
construct a new one.
Covington said CVS is a
"very successful store" that
has "been wanting for some
time to get a free standing
building on site."
Spates hopes there is
a positive future for
Southgate Shopping Center
and Farmville businesses in
general.
Spates said, "I think the
economy has been rough
on new start-up companies,
and hopefully the economy
is gonna turn around and
make it a lot easier."

'Step Up and Say Something':
Second Annual R.A.V.E. Social Media Campaign Extends Deadline
MONICA NEWELL

Asst. Features Editor
From the start of March 11 to the
end of March 22, students in the
Office of Residential and Commuter
Life hosted the event Respond
to Acts of Violence Effectively, or
R.A.V.E. as it is more commonly
known.
This year, the event involved a
two week social media process
where students could submit tweets,
YouTube videos or other kinds of
media in order to raise awareness of
bullying.
In 2012, the first annual R.A.V.E.
event was held out of doors and
was a one-day event where around
100 to 200 students showed up
sporadically to sign a pledge
stating that they will "Step Up &
Say Something," according to the
Longwood University website.

Alyson Brackin, a graduate student
of fiie Office of Residential and
Commuter Life, stated, "They could
make videos or make photos or use
their Twitter accounts or whatever
kind of social media [that] they
like to just spread the word about
different kinds of bullying that they
know about and about different
ways [that] they could make changes
to their campus."
She further stated, "The purpose
[of R.A.V.E.] is to spread awareness
throughout Longwood's campus
about different types of bullying
that takes place and how to prevent
it. This year, we wanted to use
social media to spread awareness to
students on campus."
However; the R.A.V.E. event is not
just for students at Longwood. Ifs
for the schools in the surrounding
community as well.
Brackin explained, "Basically ifs
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for faculty, staff and students and
friends of the school. Ifs important
to know that bullying doesn't just
happen in middle and high school,
but [that] it also happens in college."
"Ifs a good way to learn the
different kinds and how it impacts
different age groups and things like
that," she stated.
For this year's event Brackin
explained that she believed altering
the event from a one-day event to a
two-week online campaign would
allow more students to participate.
There were around 100 people
participating on their Facebook
event, making it viewed as being
pretty successful, despite its novelty.
She said, "We are looking to just
spread the word and maybe next
yeaf we'll get twice as many people."
"[While] there wasn't a physical
event for students to go to, in some
respects it was attended more online

... It was just interesting to see the
different formats and we're just
seeing how to reach the students the
best way," commented Brackin.
There are plans in the making for
another event for next year in the
spring. Whether the type of the event
will be unique from this and last
year's is also still under discussion.
Tofurtherraiseawarenessofbullying,
create tweet out #LUstandsup
and #RAVE, get wristbands and
sign a pledge to "Stand Up & Say
Something," participate in random
acts of kindness or create an online
YouTube video.
While the original scheduled
deadline for the contest was March
22, submissions for the R.A.V.E.
Social Media Campaign are still
being accepted for the contest.

Longwood Theatre Presents:
'How I Learned to Drive'ffl
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Take a Book,
Leave a Book
MICHELLE GOLDCHAM

Features Editor
mtm
Dr. Rhonda Brock-Servais, chair of the English & Modern
Languages Department, introduced a book borrowing system in
an email sent to faculty and students in die English Ac Modern
Languages Department on March 18. Faculty and students
may leave or take books located on the shelves cm the secondfloor balcony of Grainger Hall The purpose of this new book
borrowing system is to build enthusiasm for' reading books. It
is requested that no textbooks be left. "Join us in our endeavor
to promote the readings of literature in any language!" wrote
Brock-Servais in the email.

m

Longwood University Theatre is proud to present "How I Learned to
Drive," a play by Paula Vbgel, directed by Bruce Speas. The performance will
open Thursday, April 11th at 7 p.m. and run through Sunday, April 14th, as
well as, Thursday April 18th through Sunday April 21st. The performances
on the 14th and the 21st are matinee performances and will begin at 3 p.m.
The theatre will open for seating at 6:30 p.m. for evening performances, and
2:30 p.m. for matinee performances.
"How I Learned To Drive," winner of the 1996 Pulitzer Prize for Drama,
is the story of a young woman growing up in rural Maryland. The main
focus of the play is this young woman and her strained, sexual relationship
with her uncle. Through flashbacks and driving metaphors this young lady
soon comes to grips with her own story. This coming of age tale highlights
themes of pedophilia, love and forgiveness. It is a raw and unapologetic look
at the lasting effects of child abuse. "How I Learned to Drive" is sure to be a
production you will not want to miss.
Tickets may be reserved online at etix.com, or through the box office
at (434)-392-2474. The Box Office hours run from 1 p.m.-5 p.OK Monday,
Tuesday, Thursday, Friday and 1-3 on Wednesday Tickets will also be
available on the night of the show at 6 w i t h the exception of 2 p.m. for
matinees. Ticket pricing is as follows: $10.00forgeneral admission, $8.00 for
senior citizens, Longwood faculty arid staff, and students from other schools
and colleges, $6.00 for Longwood students (ID required). Allreservedtickets
must be picked up no later than fifteen minutes before curtain.

PRESS RELEASE PROVIDED BY THE LONGWOOD
UNIVERSITY THEATRE DEPARTMENT

W e only have six weeks left
of the semester. And that is just
enough time to do everything
you've wanted to do as a
Longwood student.
The four years spent as a college
student pass by so fast, so file
opportunities you have need to be
utilized now while you still have
the chance. You don't want to
walk on the stage at graduation
FEATURES
and look at your diploma,
COLUMN
thinking about everything you
could have done rather than
what you did do.
So, I want to suggest a change in how you might
view what these four years mean to you. Make a
bucket list. More specifically, a Lancer Bucket List
It will include everything you have to or want to do
at Longwood University, or in Farmville, or really
anywhere while you're a college student right now.
Your list can include anything. It doesn't have
to follow anyone else's goals or expectations
and certainly no one's judgments. It can include
everything from gong to Midnight Breakfast to
being the president of that one organization you've
always been most dedicated to. It can include
everything from eating a cake pop at the Farmville
Sweet Shop to hiking High Bridge Trail State Park.
It could include things as far as taking a class in
another country to going outside your comfort zone
and bettering yourself in a way you never expected.
What you put on your Lancer Bucket List doesn't
need to be the most exciting, Pulitzer-Prize-winning
or life-altering things. Little things mean a lot too, if
they truly mean something to you.
But write them down. Write down what you want
to do then they are far more likely to happen. If you
are unsure of what you can do, allow me to make a
few suggestions.
What you can do at Longwood University:
Go to a dub you never thought would interest you
Start your own club on something that has always
interested you
Get a radio show
Write an opinion and send it to The Rotunda
Enjoy some eggs and bacon at Midnight Breakfast
Find a Chi or Princeps dropping
Go to the G.A.M.E.
Go to a basketball/soccer/etc. game
Pick and go to any of the many activities Lancer
Productions hosts
Do a study abroad
See the fireworks at Rock the Block
Enjoy the music and booths in Spring Weekend
and Oktoberfest
Stay up late, donate and walk, walk, walk at Relay
for Life
Leam more about what your professors research
by going to a Chichester Colloquium or a Blackwell
Talk
Go to a play or musical hosted by the Longwood
Theatre Department
Gotoa concert by the Longwood Music Department
Go to the New Student Leadership Program in the
fall
Go to the Mountain Lake Leadership Conference
in the spring
Learn more about the history of your university
What you can do in Farmville:
Eat at the Farmville Sweet Shop
Get a sandwich at The Bakery
Get a margarita at El Patron
Check out an art exhibition at the J Fergeson Gallery
Go shopping at the Sleeping Bee
Volunteer at an annual family workshop at the
Longwood Center for the Visual Arts
Volunteer at F.A.C.E.S.
Find your internship in an organization in Farmville
Go to the Heart of Virginia Festival in May
Ride a carnival ride in the Tri-County Fair in
October
Learn more about the history of your community
And finally: make an impact on the history of your
community in some way through what you do as
a Longwood student and what you do as someone
who lives in the town of Farmville nine months out
of the year.
In the end, when you look at the diploma at the
end of your four years here, what you see will be the
summation of what you have put into your college
career. It will be a reflection of yourself.
The more you give to your community, the more it
will give back to you. Making a Lancer Bucket List is
not a To-Do list for you to check things off of as they
come. Ifs about learning more about where you are
and learning more about who you are as you do
things maybe you never thought you wanted to do.
Ifs about challenge. Ifs about adventure and
experiencing new things.
Most importantly, ifs about never regretting what
you could have done when you had the one chance.
Only six weeks.
So, I ask you: What do you want to do before you
graduate?

*** This editorial is an opinion stated by the writer and
does not represent the mews of The Rotunda or Longwood
University.

Longwood Bids a Fond Farewell to Interim President Marge Connelly
CONTINUED FROM PG. 1

dynamic leader like Marge Connelly, i f s really a
privilege. We were very privileged, very fortunate
Longwood was, to have her these few months as
our interim president. She got things done that the
community here has been waiting for that kind
of leadership to take the initiative, to get things
done, to empower people to make a difference
here, to make decisions that move us forward, to
look at ourselves strategically and not passively."
"In today's market, Longwood has to be moving
forward," Pierson said. "Standing still, you're
going behind, and so, I think she was very
forward-thinking, very challenging and seemed
to always know what the right question was to
ask."
"I'll never forget Marge Connelly. I think she is
probably the most challenging leader I ever had,
very supportive of me personally, professionally
in every way," reflected Pierson.
Speaking on Longwood University, Connelly

said, "The way I'd describe Longwood is only been here a short time, you have definitely
that it provides to students with literally a left your mark on Longwood. Thank you for
transformational experience, and that experience your dedication, passion, service, spirit and
is different for almost every student... what I think commitment to our school. You have been a
Longwood is great at is providing actually a wide, wonderful part of our family for the last year.
wide range of opportunities so that every student, As the time is coming to a close, I say thank you.
no matter who they are, their unique needs, their Thank you and I wish you nothing but the best.
unique strengths, they can find a path to that You are leaving Longwood in great hands for
transformational experience I think in a way that President Reveley."
no other university in the Commonwealth can."
Connelly said, "I'm just really focused on a
Dr. Derek Taylor, vice chair of the Presidential personal level, enjoying every level I can with
Search Advisory Committee and professor of students, with faculty, with staff, with our external
English, said, "We should all be incredibly grateful constituents, and then really focused on making it
to Interim President Marge Connelly because it as smooth a transition as possible."
is a rare thing that she has accomplished. She is
At the formal event, Reveley said, "fyly thanks
leaving Longwood a better place than she found to Marge. We are going to work together, cheek to
it and that is no mean feat if you think about how jowl, to keep the momentum going."
all that unfolded."
Before leaving the stage at the formal
Kasey Haddock, student representative for the announcement event and after welcoming
Board of Visitors and webmaster and publicity Reveley to Longwood, Connelly said, "I'm
chair for the Student Government Association, looking forward to the next few months making
said, "President Connelly, although you have this a great transition."

For now, Connelly is unsure of what the future
will hold for her but is confident in wherever it
will lead her.
Connelly thanked everyone in the Longwood
community, especially students.
'This has been an amazingly rewarding
experience for me, and I got to work with all
kinds of people in my professional career and
business would not have been able to work with,
but probably the one that has brought me the
most joy is the opportunities I have had to work
with students."
"I'm a believer in serendipity," Connelly said.
"I have a great deal of confidence that everything
happens for a reason. I f s each person's
responsibility to kind of put themselves out there
and be ready and open to those things when they
come by, but I do believe that the right things
happen, and so I don't know what that is yet, but
I'm totally confident that that will be the case."

Changing a Lancer's Life for the Better: Student Educators for Active Leadership
MICHELLE GOLDCHAIN

Features Editor
With the mission to challenge, to
support and to grow into leaders, the
campus organization Student Educators
for Active Leadership (S.E.A.L.) fosters
students into citizen leaders by having
fun, by turning friendships into family
and by becoming better people along
the way.
Rachael Knick, a sophomore
Communication Sciences & Disorders
major, is a member of S.E.A.L. Speaking
for the organization, she said, "We
believe we're an organization that
builds citizen leaders on campus by not
just being a member of an organization,
but also by promoting leadership on
campus."
Knick said, "I think that S.E.A.L. is not
as recognized on campus, but I feel like
we really do contribute a lot to it."
Throughout the year, S.E.A.L.

sponsors programs in conjunction
with the Office of Leadership & Civic
Engagement. These activities include
the New Student Leadership Program
(NSLP) in August or early September
and the Mountain Lake Leadership
Conference in November and the Social
Justice in Action Leadership Conference
in February.
With the purpose of making the
transition into college life easier, NSLP
involves students in low-and highropes courses in Charlottesville, Va.
According to the NSLP application,
"You will learn about group dynamics,
leadership, good decision-making and
other valuable skills."
Knick said, "I see people go into NSLP
so scared and come out so confident
in themselves because they helped
contribute to a team and build better
confidence."
She further stated, "Going, I've been
told, has really changed their life for the

better, and I think that leading that and
bringing that to them educates students
on what they should experience and
what they should be like on campus.
They should be a leader on campus."
The Mountain Lake Leadership
Conference is located at Mountain Lake
in Pembroke, Va.* the same location
where the psrt of the 1997 American
movie "Dirty Dancing" was filmed.
Every year, the conference features
workshops based on a chosen theme.
At this event, Knick said, "You
meet friends, and you feel like you've
contributed to their college experience
just from one weekend."
The Social Justice in Action Leadership
Summit is an annual event organized by
both S.E.A.L. and the Student Diversity
Sc Inclusion Council. In the event,
students learn about racial inequalities
and how to combat them through
various workshops and speakers.
S.E.A.L. also participates in various

on-campus community service events,
including the Big Event and Relay for
Life.
Knick noted that what drew her into
the campus were various members of
S.E.A.L., including President of S.E.A.L.
Alissa Ritchie. Knick added, "I really
wanted to help [the] campus because I
feel like they've helped me a lot, even
being a sophomore... Just knowing that
S.E.A.L. has made such an impact on
campus really drew me to it."
Speaking on how she has been
influenced as a member of the
organization, Knick said, "I guess that I
become a better leader. I'm much more
outspoken. I used to be very nervous,
shy around groups of people, but I feel
very comfortable speaking in front of
groups of people, especially S.E.A.L."
"We're somewhat like a family. We
have a mentor program for when we
first come in to kind of give us an idea
of how to do things, and I never felt like

I can't ask a question," she said.
She further stated, "It's made me grow
as a person and a leader, and I want to
step up and do a lot of things for them
because if I feel like being a part of an
organization, my dedication is just as
important as other peoples' dedication
even if I'm just one person."
To be a member of S.E.A.L., a few of the
many obligations include attendance
of at least one open house, 100 percent
participation
and
"lead[ing]
by
example through language, friendliness
and willingness to help others and by
challenging and inspiring others to get
involved," according to the S.E.A.L.
2013 application.
The application to be a member of
S.E.A.L. for the 2013-14 academic year
was on March 13. New members were
initiated into S.E.A.L.'s organization
this past Tuesday on March 26.
S.E.A.L. is sponsored by the Office of
Leadership & Civic Engagement.

Involved and In Charge:
A Look into the life of
Charles 'Chuck' Wongus
TrítChtckimá

MONICA NEWELL

Asst. Features Editor
Charles "Chuck" Wongus is many things, but first
of all, he is a Lancer. A senior music major who
hails from Chester, Va., he has made big impacts on
campus through his involvement with a countless
number of oiganizations.
But just who is this man? And what are his goals for
life after Longwood?
Wongus has served as president of Phi Beta Sigma,
treasurer of freshman class, as a member of History
Club and the Political Science d u b , has participated
in Alternative Spring Break and has worked as a
Resident Assistant as well.
The list of accomplishments Wongus has received
while at Longwood University include receiving the
title of RA of the Month for his programming skills
and for building a community, not only on his floor,
but throughout the entire apartment complex.
During this year's national presidential campaign,
Wongus also registered voters at Longwood and
oversaw canvassing efforts as Canvassing Captain
for Prince Edward County at the Obama for America
Office on Main Street.
With all of his involvement on campus, Wongus
holds a 3.0 cumulative GPA and a 3.31 GPA in his
music major.
As a music major, Wongus stated that his favorite
music genre is jazz. Wongus' favorite jazz artists
include Miles Davis and Dizzy Gillespie.
Wongus stated that out of all of the organizations
that he has been a part of and that he is currently a
part of, Phi Beta Sigma and WMLU have been his
favorites.
"With Phi Beta Sigma, I really enjoyed the
opportunity to give back to the community," said
Wongus. "One of my favorite things we did was the
[first annual] Young Men's Conference. We brought
in young men from the surrounding counties and
pretty much educated them on things that they
could do after high school, whether it be college [or
something else]."
During his time as president of Phi Beta Sigma,
Wongus also helped the organization receive the
title of National Pan-Hellenic Council Chapter of the
Year.
Speaking on WMLU, Wongus said, "WMLU is
pretty fun because i f s nice to, you know, have that
time to have your own radio show - really give the
campus and the community a bit of your personality."
Not only incredibly involved on campus, Wongus
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Photo By: Asst. Photo Editor Mike Kropf
Wongus, a senior music major, has big plans after LU.

also commented on his connection to the town of
Farmville as well.
"I like to go around Farmville and visit the eateries
that we have. My personal favorite would be The
Bakery, and as of late, I really love the Sweet Shop as
well," said Wongus.
As a member of the Lancer nation, Wongus also
supports the men's basketball team.
"This season, i f s been rough to support them," he
said. "But toward the end, I really enjoy watching
them .. .especially during the tournament."
Out on the national spectrum of sports, Wongus
supports the St. Louis Rams for the National Football
League and the Florida State Seminóles íor college
football.
Wongus is looking at going to George Masbn
University after his time at Longwood is up. He
plans on spending his time there to gain a Master's
Degree in Social Work.
"I'd like to work for a non-profit organization that
aids teenagers and [works toward aiding] suicide
prevention," said Wongus.
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Acoustic Night Tonight with Bandfest 2013 Line-Up Announcement
EJ DOWUNC

^BJHH

Asst. A&E Editor
At 7 p.m. tonight intiheballroom of the Lankford
Student Union, there will be an amazing line
up of young musicians ready to show off their
acoustic talents to Longwood students. The firstever Acoustic Night is being presented by the
local radio station, WMLU. Not only will there
be amazing music; but also the much-anticipated
line Up for Bandfest 2013 will be announced.
One band member, Keith Baldwin, the
first performer of die night and the Business
M a n r a r of WMLU and co-chair of the Bandfest
committee, will be covering different types of

songs ranging from comedic to love to a genre
he calls "dark and deep."
His Inspiration for the original was a moment
of self-discovery, a moment where everything
in the world made sense to him and everything
felt like it finally fit in. This will be his first time
performing a solo gig. When asked if he was
nervous, he responded, "I've performed a lot, but
it just always makes me nervous. You just have
to go for it and hope if s not gonna suck. I just
hope people react well to it because that helps
me know I did a good job. You are your greatest
critic, and you have to have a big enough ego to
get past it".
The original plan for Acoustic Night was a

fundraiser to raise money for WMLU. At the
event, there will be a raffle to enter for $1. You
could potentially win a guitar signed by all
the bands that will be playing Bandfest 2013.
Baldwin was also able to admit to one of the
bands that will be playing at Bandfest: Smile
Empty Soul.

The line up for the night is:
• Keith Baldwin 7-7:30 p.m.
• Justin Golden 7:35-8:10 p.m.
• Kyle Feathers 8:20-8:55 p.m.
• Moosetrap 9-10 p.m.

A Rocket To The Moon Really is 'Wild & Free' on New CD
JONEL ANDREW

Contributor
Those of us here at Longwood might remember
this band from their pretty awesome show
at Oktoberfest last semester. If not, then you
probably aren't interested in grabbing their new
album, "Wild & Free." However, if you are, in
fact feeling some low-key country vibes splashed
with some alternative rock undertones - then by
all means, do listen.
A band that started out with an electric pop
sound back in 2007 has certainly veered and taken
their path down a very different road. If s a little
disorienting for the fans who have been with this
band from the beginning but it doesn't feel as if
they're changing too much; ifs more like they're
finally finding the sound they were meant to have
all along.

For those who are having enough of Taylor
Swiffs songs but can't shake that warm fuzzy
feeling her lyrics can bring about, then search
no further because A Rocket to the Moon is here
to do the job. Songs like "First Kiss" and "Ever
Enough," just to name a few out the many, softly
serenade and bring out the butterflies of an
innocent, if not nai've, love ... much like T. Swift.
Not much changes from the heart-on-my-sleeve
tunes of the album, except for maybe three out
of the 13 tracks in total. The first is "Whole Lotta
You," which swings with a more upbeat party
tempo and the second being "Going Out," which
shockingly lacks any love interest or southern
romantic notions.
"Another Set of Wings" brings a different mood
entirely. The emptiness and sadness is nearly
tangible while listening to the melancholy vocals
that sing of loss. Ifs a striking contrast full of
depression and morbidity to every other mushy

song on the album, yet this might be why it
invokes the rawest emotion heard from the band
so far.
Overall, the album can become a little repetitive.
The songs blend together almost all the way
through with too many cliché filled lyrics. The
effervescent tracks that sing of love might be
sweet, if not for most people's reality and cynicism
getting in the way of the callowness.
The sad fact of life is that despite the blandness
and lack of originality, if s still easy to find yourself
swaying to the easy melodies and singing along
to the simple yet catchy choruses. This could
mean that not all hope is lost for the band or their
album's success. As we've learned from copious
amounts of terrible artists, it doesn't matter if the
music itself is awful and meaningless as long as
if s catchy enough to get us bobbing our heads.

'The Following' Falls a Little Short in This Week's 'Guilt'
ASHLEY FULLER

Photo Editor
Episode 10 of "The Following" was not the most
suspenseful of this new series by any stretch. It
felt more like a filler episode. Sure there was some
interesting character development, and a new
character was, introduced, but the show is getting
a little too easy to predict. I hate to say, what keeps
everything interesting is who lives and who dies
on this show. And sometimes I would really just
like someone to stick a knife in Ryan Hardy to put
him out of his misery.
But back to the episode: lef s start where the
last episode left off with Jacob standing in the
doorway in front of Emma. Is she in shock because
she really misses him or because she can't seduce
Joe Carroll again? The consensus is that the evil
minx does have feelings under her pixie cut - well
good for her. Too bad her angel of a boyfriend
finally committed murder.
Jacobs' character development is really going
up from when the show started. He's moved
up from a lapdog afraid to murder a fly to a
delusional murder - although, I think maybe the
delusions might be too much. Do we really need
to give Jacob a crutch for becoming a murder?
The answer: no, I think he could manage all on his

own. So maybe ifs really just an excuse to keep
Paul in the show for the rest of the season. Either
that or Jacob is turning into Dexter Morgan.
And speaking of Dexter Morgan, you will
never guess who niakes a guest appearance in
episode 10: Sargent Batista from the ever-popular
"Dexter." Of course, still playing a cop, David
Zayas goes under a new alias, Tyson Hernandez.
Tyson is introduced as Hardy's best friend, and
boy does he need one. But to no one's surprise (at
least not mine), Tyson ends up getting shot and in
critical condition. Will he live or die? If Hardy's
track record of losing loved ones continues, I
would say the answer is no. However, I am happy
to report that, as a viewer, I am unable to predict
the outcome of this sticky situation. Thanks for
that little bit of intrigue Hollywood screenwriters.
Then, when Joe Carroll's minions track down
the love of his life, Claire, we all knew what was
bound to happen in the end. Option A: Ryan
Haidy falls, yet again, a step behind Joe, the
criminal mastermind, or B: Claire Matthews,
again, can't trust the police or Ryan to do their
jobs correctly. Ding, ding, option B.
So Claire runs off with the bad guys to see her
son. As a viewer, I can't say I am surprised, but I
will say I am irritated. Either we give the writer
of the show kudos for developing their characters

so well we can predict their every move, or we
punch them in the face for being so predictable.
But Roderick finally scores points with Carroll for
finally bringing home the goods. The real question
is how much more is Roderick willing to put up
with from Joe. Which alpha will win the battle?
But I think the most interesting thing to happen
this episode was seeing clips of a woman named
Molly, one of Ryan Hardy's ex-girlfriends. She
shows up in two clips that seem random, but the
episode ends so suddenly no one knows what it
could really mean.
So, the overall consensus: although this
episode was just subpar, I think ifs prepping for
something bigger next week, and I don't mean
Joe trying to convince Claire to love him again ...
that has been done in way to many movies and
TV shows already, not even his accent is enough
to make that plot thread interesting. We all know
it won't work. No, what I am interested to know
(and why I'll be watching next week) is to see if
the friction between Carroll and Roderick will
finally reach a boiling point and to see how the
new and improved Jacob plays with others and
maybe what the FBI is up to, seeing as how they
have now managed to lose the entire Carroll clan;
that can't be going well at headquarters.

()(*((/((re:
The Fashion of Longwood University

Snowfall

Names:
Destini Peay

MEGAN CLEMENTS

Contributor

flgfllliKSIiKIiH
Sophomore

I'm counting up the bits of snow that fall onto my
face.
I stick my tongue out eagerly to see how they
might taste.
Dreaming: I am falling.
Knowing: that I'm blind.
I sit in snow in drifts so deep —
space and time rewind.
I'm counting down the time I have inside this tiny
place.
I shiver slightly and I'm so weary: stuck in a desperate race.
Thinking: I am worried.
Knowing: that I'm blind.
I stand before the great white canvas —
untouched by all mankind

' Hon, thrift stores or my grandfather's
closet, and this just so happens to be
my grandfather's shirt. It's great with my
pear earrings. I wear them with almost
everything."

Compiled By:.Staff Photographer Cara O'Neal
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With Radio, the
Listener Has
Already Won
KEVIN GREEN

Asst. Sports Editor
Imagine cruising down the
highway on a long trip to your
A&E
favorite vacation spot. Imagine
COLUMN
you are stuck in traffic, late for
work on a Monday. In both scenarios, you need
entertainment to pass the time. Now imagine you
have no AM or FM radio for entertainment.
Believe it or not, this little horror story is going to
get very real in the near future. In an article for Radio
Ink - a site for radio marketing and management Eric Rhodes, the site's publisher, discussed this very
possibility.
Rhodes heard this at the recent Radio Ink
Convergence Conference in California. Essentially,
representative from General Motors (GM) bluntly
stated this very notion as a fact. This will be
happening. They will be removing AM/FM radios
from future models in the next five years.
One might think that a change this big would send
a massive, reverberating tidal wave of change across
the industry. In a way, that is true, but only for major
conglomerated AAA radio stations. For the public,
the current warfare over listenership is of little real
consequence. This is because the listener already
won this battle a long time ago.
The truth is that, while this will eventually lead to
big changes, it will not be instantaneous. According
to 2013 State of the Media report this progression was
a long time coming. Nevertheless, conglomerated
radio companies such as Clear Channel need to
brace for impact.
According to the report, 83 percent of radio's
advertising revenue came from spot ads on
broadcast radio. A report by eMarketer.com has
also noted how nearly 90 percent of ad spending
for radio companies is for on-air ads. Meanwhile,
online radio listenership has been steadily climbing
the ladder.
According to the eMarketer report, the number
of monthly Internet radio users has risen from 93.1
million in 2010 to 132.6 million in 2012. That number
is projected to climb as high as 176 million by 2016.
What do all of these numbers mean? In short, this is
another mass medium going through an adjustment
period.
This is not unlike the adjustments taking place
at news companies such as the New York Times.
With online news media, it is cheaper and more
convenient for the public. The problem for news
companies is that most of their ad revenue was (and
still is) in print ads.
The same thing is happening to radio at the
moment. While the eMarketer.com report did show
a steady rise in online advertising, that number is
still below five percent. Online services like Pandora
and streaming applications like Spotify have to
overcome a major hurdle in the form of royalties to
bands and record labels.
There are two ways these companies do this: ads
and subscriptions. Pandora now offers a mobile
listening application where users can get up to 40
hours of service per month. The catch is that these
40 hours are ad-free. In other words, there are no
pesky ads between songs.
According to an article by John Letzing of the Wall
Street Journal, advertising is still one of the chief
ways Pandora makes money. The site generated
$109 million in the fourth quarter of 2012. To make
matters more complicated for these companies, they
have to pay
At the same time AAA radio stations are going
to lose more listeners in the coming years. It is an
interesting pickle the radio and music industry will
attempt to sort out in the coming years.
From the public's perspective, this massive
headache in the form of corporate warfare is a
great thing. It means more start companies and
more chances to listen to their favorite bands and
musicians. There are already countless smart
phones, laptops and tablets being used every day
by the public. Each of these pieces of technology
can access listener-friendly services such as Spotify,
iHeart Radio, TuneIn and many more.
These apps are exciting to the public. They can
customize their own playlist and hear the music
they want to hear. It is not the focus-grouped Top-40
radio hits on FM stations. You are your own program
director with these websites and applications. In
that regard, listenership will most likely climb at a
sharper rate in the years to come.
At the same time, broadcasted AM/FM radio
will never completely die away. Just like news, the
medium will adapt with the technology. State of the
Media noted that online news just surpassed print
news in readership. At the same time, printed news
still has an audience.
It could be that radio stations will be mostly
online in the future. The public will simply gravitate
toward the cheapest and most convenient option
available. With so much out there on the web, the
listeners will always win. These companies are at
the public's mercy because they rely on our time.
They will always be chasing the public for their
time. And they will never win the market.
*" This editorial is an opinion stated by the writer and
does not represent the views of The Rotunda or Longwood
University.
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Berry and Breslin's New Film is Definitely a Good 'Call
JESSICA GODART

A&E Editor
I f s been a while since we've seen a good Halle
Berry film out. "The Call" put an end to that streak
when it premiered on March 15 worldwide.
The psychological thriller found audiences
following the story of 911 dispatcher, Jordan, as
she deals with her day-to-day calls ranging from
lost drivers to armed robberies. The scenes in "the
hive" seemed to depict the life of an LA dispatcher,
focusing in on the technology and resources used.
When Jordan receives a call from a young woman
whose home is being invaded by a man who is
looking for her, she believes i f s just going to be
another call. The call is dropped though, and when
Jordan redials the number, the ring of the phone
gives away the girl's hiding spot, and she is then
found and murdered by the intruder.

With the blame on her shoulders, Jordan backs
away from the phones and turns to teaching future
dispatchers. During a tour of "the hive" one day,
Jordan witnesses a newcomer taking a call from
a girl who has been abducted and is trapped in a
moving-car's trunk. Unable to handle the severity
of the call, the dispatcher begs Jordan to take it and reluctantly she does.
Jordan is able to calm her caller, Casey (Abigail
Breslin), down and they begin working on a game
plan to help her out. I f s discovered that her phone
is untraceable so the police are waiting on Jordan's
call for a direct location or description. Casey is
instructed to kick out the tail light and wave her
hand out. The plan ends up backfiring.
Next, she finds white paint and a screwdriver in
the trunk. Under Jordan's instructions, she opens
the cans and begins to pour out the pain through
the busted tail light. Without giving away too

much, we'll leave it at the fact that this plan pretty
much completely backfires as well and makes
matters even worse for Casey when her abductor
(Michael Eklund) discovers what she's been doing.
After over an hour on the phone, the car stops
again, this time for good. Casey's kidnapper finds
her phone, and Jordan tells him not to hurt his
captive and that police will find hint, just as she
told the other man six months ago before the girl
in the house was killed. I f s at this point that she
realizes i f s the same killer.
For a movie that takes place in three main
locations, the majority of which is "the hive" and
the trunk of a car, the director and actors make the
acts work, even with the limited locations. This
same film design has been seen in many successful
movies such as "Red Eye" and "Cellular."
The last third of the movie involves a little more
action as Jordan decides to take matters away

from technology and into her own hands. What
she discovers, though, involves more than just a
normal serial killer - if there ever was one.
Not only does the man have a wife and a family
waiting for him at home, but he has a dark story
from his past that has influenced his actions. With
time running out and clues piling up, Jordan finds
herself between Casey and her kidnapper; face-toface with a psychopathic murderer who wants only
one thing from his girls - their beautiful blonde
hair. Scalp attached.
"The Call" is a non-stop thriller that keeps
audiences close to the edge of their seats throughout
the film. The connection between Berry and Breslin
is strong and works toward the strength of the
movie. As thrilling and chilling as it is, though,
every aspect of the film worked in its benefit except die final two minutes.

The Academy Makes It Way to DVD with an All-Star Cast
JESSICA GODART

forms a relationship with the father? Well focus in
on the sister of the woman and her husband and
you get the comedy, "This is 40." Debbie and Pete
deal with the problems of parenthood and marriage
and they have to deal with the stress of turning 40
on top of it. The couple must work through the
issues every marriage goes through at some point
and, following up with "Knocked Up," going to
friends for support and help. (Paul Rudd, Leslie
•Mann, Megan Fox, Jason Segel)

A&E Editor
"LES MISERABLES"

The amazing Broadway play has been
reformatted to the big screen in this Oscar-winning
phenomenon. The story follows Jean Valjean, a
paroled criminal who, after saving a dying young
woman, ends up adopting a little girl, Cosette.
As the years pass, though, the revolution rises in
France in the early 20th century and Cosette and
Valjean are right at the center of it. The little girl he
adopted begins experiencing love as Valjean tries
to dodge his previous guard, Javert. The heartwarming story of love and courage is brought
to life through this non-stop melody of a film.
Academy Award Winning Film for Best Picture
(Hugh Jackman, Russell Crowe, Amanda Seyfried,
Anne Hathaway, Eddie Redmayne)

Field, Joseph Gordon-Levitt)
"KILLING THEM SOFTLY"

Filled with mob bosses and crime, the movie
follows comedic losers who hit a card game run by
mobsters and their mess needs to be cleaned up by
someone. The movie has some of the most intense
scenes between mobs and blood-feuds that can't
end well for anyone. (Brad Pitt Scoot McNairy, Ben
Mendelsohn, James Gandolfini, Ray Liotta)

"LINCOLN"

Photo Courtesy: www.salon.com

Fantine Is temporarily rescued by Jean Valjean.
T H I S IS 4 0 "

Remember "Knocked Up" - the story of a
woman who got pregnant out of wedlock and

"THE COLLECTION"

As the Civil War is in full effect and men are dying
This psychological thriller follows the actions
left and right President Abraham Lincoln begins of The Collector, a psychopathic serial killer. When
to work on the passing of the 13th Amendment. Elena, a wealthy man's daughter, becomes the latest
Lincoln's motives and timing are questioned as the victim of the killer, her father hires mercenaries to
President sees the connection between the war and find his daughter. Upon doing so, the men join with
the amendment. When his son, Robert, enlists in the Arkin, the only person to ever escape the killer,
army instead of studying law like he was meant to, to bring her back. Arkin has to fight for his own
Lincoln and his wife Mary must deal just as much life once again while trying to save Elena. (Emma
internally as externally. (Daniel Day-Lewis, Sally Fitzpatrick, Josh Stewart, Christopher McDonald)

Children's Author Candice Ransom Shares Her Stories of Inspiration
JESSICA GODART

A&E Editor
Candice Ransom, children's book author, took the podium at the
center of Greenwood Library on March 21 and first apologized if her
voice gave out on her during her speech because she was recovering
from bronchitis. She also asked for luck for the two more speeches she
had to give over the next 24 hours.
A quirky and eccentric woman. Ransom continued by saying that
she knew she wanted to be a writer since the age of five, and she
wrote her first story in the second grade, centering on a witch who
wore a ball gown and had a beehive - however, it never became a
published book. She would make extravagant plans with her friend,
and one day, she said she discovered that "the adventures I crave so
much should be written down not as plans, as stories."
By the time she was 15, Ransom was still reading kids' books. She
would complete book reviews for her English teacher on "Charlotte's
Web" and "The Borrowers." It was her teacher who first told her,
"You're going to be a children's book writer." And so she became one.
Ransom was appearing at the library as a speaker for The Friends
of the Janet D. Greenwood Library foundation. Keary Mariannino,
administrative assistant to the dean of the library, set up the event
and filmed it from behind the seat as Ransom spoke. Aramark catered
the event with delicious snacks available for listeners, including fried
mac and cheese bites, pigs in a blanket brownies, chocolate covered
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Candice Ransom shares her love of children's books with LU students.

strawberries, sweet tea and mini grilled cheeses. Before the event
people wrote down their names on slips of paper, and after the speech,
Ransom drew the winners for several prizes, including several signed

books, a Longwood cup and a notebook.
Prior to and after the presentation, Barnes & Noble set up a booth
selling Ransom's work for various prices and taking orders for the
books they did not have in stock. Many were overheard ordering
books from "The Boxcar Children" series.
As the presentation continued, Ransom described how she got to
where she was. It began when she was working as a secretary and
writing on the side. She did - and still does - extensive research
for her projects, and it usually includes her dragging her husband,
who works in law enforcement, along. "I consider myself a street
photographer," she said. She takes pictures - not always legally or
safely - of barns, sheds, houses and institutions - anything she finds
interesting or noteworthy. "If I get caught I'll just tell them a story."
Her first novel, "The Doomsday Kid" failed to get published
after numerous attempts, and so she continued on and began her
"rememberings" notebook that included her mother's stories that
she would tell her and also her and her sister's memories. One event
that she wrote down was that, at the age of six, her mother locked her
cousin in a coffin (to apparently play dead people) but forgot to let
him out later.
In total, Ransom has written over 100 books, including 18 tides
of the beloved "Boxcar Children" series, which actually included
several authors in writing the whole series. It took several years for
her to be able to write for die series, though, due to contracting and
scheduling issues. Some of her award-winning novels include "The
Promise Quilt" "Maria Von Trapp:
Beyond the Sound of Music," "When
the Whippoorwill Calls," "Tractor
Day," "Robert E. Lee," "Children of
the Civil Wat," "The Day of the Black
Blizzard" and "Pony Island." She is
attempting to return to non-fiction
writing, setting her most recent work
in Richmond in 1951. She commented
that her current work was reflecting
on her outfit choices, which tended to
lean toward "Mad Men" getups.
A Virginia native, herself, she said,
"Virginia, I've come to realize, is full
of good, true stories." Many of her
stories have taken place all around
the state, and she's always on the
lookout for a new one. "I'll be ready
with un-sweetened cherry Kool-Aid
... and my notebook," she said.
- As part of the presentation.
Ransom read several passages from
I v y Honeysuckle," one of her
favorites. The imagery in die book
was incredible but at the same time,
written well for kids. If it wasn't
for the genre, it would be hard to
consider it a child's book.
Ransom is definitely a character
herself. She reminisced at one point
about her troubles in high school, but
instead of being bitter and angry over
the events, she simply said, "Yes, you
do get to get people back - you write
about diem." Evidently, one of her
stories included die people who gave
her problems.
She believes her greatest
accomplishment to be "Saving die
stories that I want to save."
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When the Going Gets Tough, Will You Remain at Longwood?

COURTNEY CARROLL

Opinion Editor
Attending a university is a stressful
event in itself. If a person happens to
fail a course, come down with a gradealtering illness or something else that
may put a damper on his or her plans
for good grades and that high GPA we
all strive for, there will come a time
where quitting school is on your mind.

I've been
there. Lefs go all the way back to 2009.
I was a freshman, thought I knew it all
and skipped class because they were
"necessary," or so someone told me.
I skipped my way to an F in calculus.
I skipped my way to a threat from my
mother that I know she would live up
to: "If this happens again, don't plan
on going back to Longwood unless you
can pay for it yourself." She doesn't

play around. Anyway, she gave me
an ultimatum that I chose to accept. I
haven't received less than a B since that
horrid semester.
I can remember sitting in my bedroom
sophomore year with my roommate,
both of us emptying our tear ducts, me
wanting to transfer and her quit school
all together. Looking back, we're both
glad we didn't transfer or quit. We
needed each others' friendship to keep
going with the year and we both got
good grades after our mini-meltdowns.
I posed the following question to
other students at Longwood: What
keeps you motivated to stay in school
after something bad has happened?
The answers I received were vast and
as different as each individual at this
university.
Justin, a junior stated that he "continued
on at Longwood after failing the same
course twice because the school was
willing to give [him] another chance
to get things right." He did get them
right, of course. Failing courses can be
devastating, but the fact that Longwood
gives students five chances to get it right
is interesting, to say the least. Money is
money, I guess.
Malina, a senior, commented,
"Whenever I want to change my major
or give up on college in general, I picture
my mom's face in two ways. First,
when I tell her that I'm quitting school

with a year left. Second, when I tell her
that I've been struggling in classes and
came out on top with a degree in the
field that I love. I always choose to go
with the second one. My mom's the
most important person in my life and
quitting school because I don't have
the motivation to study a little harder
or write those essays a few days in
advance just won't suffice. I can't allow
my mother to be disappointed in me for
this reason."
Caitlin, a senior, stated, "I've wanted
to quit, but I'm not even from the state
of Virginia, so to tell my parents that
I've wasted three years of out of state
tuition isn't even worth it. I would never
live that down, and I'd have to pay my
parents back every cent they've paid
toward my education. The end result
is more important than the struggles
within these four years."
EJ, a senior, had a different take on
the subject. "I've been struggling with
my health for months now. I've had
every opportunity to quit all of my
extracurricular activities and Longwood
in general, but I haven't. Why? Good
question.
Everyone told me that I should take
it easy, but thaf s not me. I've cut back
on the things that I've been doing and
focusing my energy on getting better
and getting the good grades that I've
worked so hard for. Quitting is too easy;

when you keep going despite all odds is
when you truly become stronger".
The inner struggle of wanting to
stay in school and wanting to quit
school is important for a person to
come to terms with. There are many
reasons for wanting or needing to put
school on hold for a while. Two years
ago, I wanted to transfer closer to my
hometown because I missed my great
dane puppy too much. Of course, that
argument did not win and I continue on
the same trek to graduation as the rest of
my fellow seniors.
I'm sure we've all wanted to just give
up, go home and potato it up on our
parents' couches, but we haven't. Look
at all we've overcome by staying in
school. You constantly meet new people,
make life long connections with a
possible future employer or just simply
make friendships that will last longer
than expected.
Motivations to stay in school range for
each person and thaf s the way it should
be. None of us have the same reasons for
attending Longwood in the first place,
so why should our reason to stay here
for four years be the same? It shouldn't.
Each student must figure out the "why"
on their own, because your reason for
continuing to take classes at Longwood
is going to be much different from mine.

Everything Happens in Spring: A Guide to the Quick March of Time & Warm Weather
SEMEIN WASHINGTON

Asst. Opinion Editor
Everything does happen in spring, particularly in
Virginia with its famously schizophrenic weather.
Take for example an early Thursday morning
wherein I poked my head out of die Landings
doorway like a gigantic groundhog, and saw the
inexplicable: snow. Snow rained down, blowing
sideways, and so did the torrent of surprised
expletives that condensed in my voice box.
But, the weather is not the biggest issue anyone
at Longwood University has with the Spring. It's
more that it's the end of the year, and everything
that will happen determines the passing Of the
guard, the movement of freshman to sophomore
and senior to alumnus, is set in hard, bold letters
in die spring. It seems to move more quickly, and
there is that great sense of finality. Though the
fall brings surprises, manifested out of nothing in
the vacant summer, spring semester feels like one
great goodbye where the seniors leave for life, and
everyone else goes to Florida.

The spring leads us to go out to the bar more or
sundry parties, encouraged by the warm weather
to talk to people we don't live with. We may even
meet a cute partner and become what the wise owl
in Bambi called twitterpated;If s something to be
smitten, platonically and not platonically in any
sense.
I'll say I'm anxious, ambivalent is a better
word, and more so than I usually am. I've made
the most of my senior year, enjoyed the kindness
of society, and the difficulty of certain lessons. I'm
nearly done with the trappings of undergrad life,
all of the trappings. But, I'm still compelled by
whaf s around me. I've met friends and brothers
that I want to know better, and that I really want
to watch grow up. It's a tedious sort of feeling, like
what I imagine water feels going down the drain.
If s not all bad. My time as a Longwood undergrad
has not been perfect, but it has been fulfilling.
The longer days of spring light up all the places
in Farmville and on campus that I've been, and
boy, have I been everywhere. The warmer weather
makes me want to linger outside, and the fountains

seem less like scenery and more like important
markers of place. The people I know are all out too.
For perhaps purely biological reasons, the activity
of spring happens and accelerates. When classes
don't drain you, you feel like going anywhere,
shooting the breeze with anyone, and finding the
possibilities in a resurrected world.
But sometimes, spring brings the foreshadowing
of surprises. It brought, last year. President
Finnegan's illness; the precursor to his resignation.
This year, it foreshadows massive changes in
Farmville, including a new President of the
university, the construction of new housing,
and the replacement of a shopping center. New
memories will be created and others will sail out
of die window, lost in the litter of refurbishment.
As surely as the cucumber plants in biology, when
given the right nutrients, Farmville is budding and
spreading out. Hanging out in the same flowerpot
as Longwood.
The bad side of spring, the parts that make you
feel contained and overwhelmed, are mostly the
tests. I remember the laments of a History senior

over his MEAT at the bar. He was flustered by
the rigidity of the system, the fact that even with
the grade curve he still might not pass. So much
of his test material, he said, was never taught to
him in class. After venting, we shared a toast and I
left him, feeding that I related and a little afraid of
what would happen soon.
I've got papers in every class, like many people,
and the dreaded MEAT, but qualified to my major.
I have applications to fill out, and housing to find.
Spring has brought me, like everything else in some
way, to a state of flux. I think I'll succeed. The fights
are common ones, and the insecurities insurance
from taking your eyes off die goal.
I wonder sometimes if spring makes people feel
happy. Perhaps all of this long day and sunshine
has a boosting effect, and spring is important in
and of itself. I don't know if I've always seen it
happen. Perhaps, we need to call on Mr. Heat Miser
first and have him take out all of the cold mornings
us Lancers so despise.

It's Almost Shorts Season: Physical Insecurities around Campus
COURTNEY CARROLL

Opinion Editor
With summer theoretically around
the corner, if spring will ever come and
go, insecurities pop up for everyone.
When that sun does come out, if it ever
stops snowing and being cold, you
will be able to wear shorts, dresses and
bikinis. Why not wear them with your
winter body? These questions will be on
your mind every season until forever
Will I look good in my bikini at the
beach? Am I tanning enough? Are my
thighs too big? Do my arms jiggle too
much in my tank top? These are some of
the questions that run through women's
minds when shorts and bikini season
rolls around.
The problem is not these questions.
The problem arises when women, and
some men, go to extremes to make
sure their bodies are in tip-top summer
shape in order to be the best looking
person in a group picture taken on the
beach, at a party or even just in a picture
by themselves. Why? Pressures from
everyone else, but they're all doing die
same thing. Everyone has this image

in their minds of how summer should
go, but is that really the most important
thing to be concerned with? Probably
not.
Trust me, I understand where people
come from. I try to, at least. I've had a
jumble of insecurities about body image,
how people see me in a group setting,
how smart I am in my classes, but only
one thing truly matters: how you see
yourself. That's the most important
thing.
If you're not comfortable with yourself,
nobody else will be either. If you have
curves and love your body, nobody else
matters. Even if you're the skinniest
person on campus, if you love yourself,
nobody else's idea of what "perfect"
is should matter to you. Your view of
yourself is what should drive your
thoughts and actions.
Around this time of year; it seems as if
an epidemic of seasonal eating disorders
show up. I'm not making this up, either.
I'll admit; "eating disorders" may not be
the correct term to use in this situation
because typically an eating disorder is an
ongoing issue, and during the warmer
months, people begin eating much less
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summertime brings about many insecurities but, if you re not comfortable with yourself, nobody else will be either.

than they would on a normal day. Sales
of diet pills and easy diet remedies
are up during die spring and summer
months because of how people feel
they should look on the outside. People
begin tanning around this time of year
too, not caring about the risks they
are placing upon their bodies.
How much is a skinny body
worth to people on campus? I walk
around during the warm months
when people begin tanning on
Wheeler Mall or Stubbs Lawn and
often wonder to myself: how are
they that comfortable with their
bodies that they are willing to lay
out in the open when it's not even
that warm. Sure, Vitamin D helps
relax the body. Science has proven
that, but when is too much, too
much?
Too much happens when a woman,
or a man, stops eating normally or
starts a fad diet regimen to drop
20 pounds as quickly as possible.
People will visit the tanning bed
four or five times a week for 10 or 20

minutes at a time to reach that beloved
golden tan just in time for the first beach
weekend of the summer.
I've never been one for tanning beds to
begin with, so I'm certainly no expert on
them. People say that they tan because
it relaxes them. Instead, go read a book.
Or find another hobby that will relax
your body without causing permanent
damage to your skin cells. Nobody cares
if you're die palest person on the beach,
but if you're comfortable with your
skin tone or maybe 10 extra pounds
around your midsection, embrace it As
students, we have enough on our plates
already without adding the stress from
not eating or skin cancer to the mix.
I f s hard to make people understand
that personal happiness is more
important than the happiness of the
people who seem to be placed on this
earth simply to judge the paleness or
weight of others. Gym memberships are
at their highest right after New Year's
Resolution season and springtime.
Everyone wants to go to die gym, but
they quit as soon as those last 10 pesky
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pounds have finally found their way off
of one's body.
If posed with the option to be skinny
and tan or healthy and cancer-free,
which would you choose? Would you
choose to go to the gym year-round
and stick with a paler complexion, or
would you still choose diet pills and
tanning beds? Make the right choice for
yourself, but make sure you know the
risks. You may end up with your idea of
the perfect body, and it may not be equal
to someone else's idea. Who cares? Love
yourself. Be healthy.
Summer will come and go, but your
happiness will remain. Do everything
possible to keep yourself happy during
the heat Hike. Sweat out your stresses.
Have fun with your friends. If that
means going on die lake in town, do it
once a week, not four times. Tanning
in moderation. Dieting in moderation.
Happiness in full.

It's a Bad, Bad, Bad Habit: Breaking Habits Before They Ruin Your College Years
COURTNEY CARROLL

Opinion Editor
Everybody has bad habits
that they want toridthemselves
of. Breaking the bad habits that
you've had since long before
your time at Longwood, or even
picked u p while you've been
here, are hard, but it's important
that eventually you break them.
You have to realize you're doing
something bad before you can
change it. Although some habits
aren't detrimental to leading
a successful life, all bad habits
should be noted and you must
come to some type of agreement
with yourself that you are either
going to continue with your
habit and just live with it, or
you're going to make a change
before if s too late.
Some bad habits are much
more detrimental to your life.
How many people go shopping
and see something they really
like, even if it's just at Walmait,
that is far too expensive to even
consider paying for. It's not
worth the money, you say, but
you still really want it. What do
you do? Do you put it back on
the shelf and come back for it
when you have the money? Do
you go ahead and buy it and
wrestle with the consequences
later? Or do you stick to the "if s
too expensive for the quality, but
I really want i f thought process
and put it inside your jacket or
bag and steal it?
Kleptomania is an epidemic
in the United States, and the
rates are much higher among
college aged individuals because
we're, statistically, broke most
of the time, but when we need
something, we need it then.
ABCnews reported last year that
some of the most shoplifted items
are: energy drinks, pregnancy
tests, liquor and over-the-counter
medication.
Kleptomania is a really bad

habit that needs to be stopped
before it starts. Habits like this
one are often brought about
when a person is in a state of
depression because of a loss of
job, less money than usual to
spend, or just a need to steal. I
know it seems weird to think
about needing to steal, but some
people do, and this type of action
usually begins when a person is
in college - like us. Don't steal. If
you need money, get a part time
job. If you don't have time for a
part time job to help fund your
other bad habits, stop those bad
habits. If s a vicious cycle.
Another important bad habit to
break is poor time management
skills. It is not okay to be late
everywhere you go. It irritates
your professors if you walk into
class ten minutes late every time
you meet, it irritates the other
students, it makes you look like
a jackass and as if you just don't
care about anyone else. I cannot
stand people who walk into class
late every day. If it happens once
in a while, fine. People lose track
of time occasionally, but to be
late to every single class period
during a semester is simply
ridiculous. I've had professors
look as if they were going to
physically beat a student for
being late every class. Plus, after
a certain amount of tardies,
your grade can, and should be,
lowered.
I've had guys come to class late
every class for weeks, and rather
than quietly slipping in and
chiming into the conversation,
they slam the doors, trip
over everyone's bags, and
immediately fall asleep. No. Stop
that right now. If you cannot
stay awake in class, which is
another bad habit people have,
don't come to class. I do not pay
thousands of dollars to come to
Longwood to watch a grown
man drool on himself or the desk
two or three times a week. You're

isn't ok. Bad things happen when
that much alcohol is involved.
I've seen people almost die
from drinking too much at a
college party. I've had friends
arrested for public intoxication.
If you want to have that on your
record, fine. But remember, any
Honor or J-Board charge you
get at Longwood will follow
you around. You'll have to relive
the stupidity of your college
drinking career when you apply
to jobs or for graduate school and
have to explain to them that you
drank too much, acted a fool,
and had to take responsibility for
your stupid actions.
I know that some people on this
campus are not Kleptomaniacs,
late all the time or drink until
they throw up and pass out every
weekend, but there art a few. I
can guarantee there are women
and men who have the urge to
steal when they go to Walmart
because they know they can
get away with it. I know there
are people who count down the
minutes to Thursday night bar
night which blends with Friday
and Saturday nights being drunk
and stumbling around yelling all
night. You're not making things
better for yourself by calling that
much attentiontoyour drunken
state. And, I definitely know
people on this campus who
are always late. Leave earlier.
If you're coming from another
class, don't stop halfway down
Brock Commons and talk to
your friends every day. When
you havetogo out into the real
world, you'll need to be on time,
sober, with no theft charges to
your name. Start now. Break the
Ph0|
There are a wide range of bad habits that people pick up In college, drinking being a big one.
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habits. If s hard, but we all have
gross. Go home. Now you're just activities are also bad habits someone can have in college bad habits,some worse than
pissing everyone off.
that should be taken control because that leads to a whole others, that we can break and be
There are a wide range of bad of. I get it. Buffalo Street and mess of bad things, like health the students we truly are.
habits that people pick ' up in Hampden-Sydney parties are issues and poor grades. Having a
college. Kleptomania and poor great. Apartment parties are few beers with people at the bar
time management skills are bad great. There is, however, no or at a party is fine, but getting
and need to be squashed quickly, need to drink four days a week. trashed every weekend night
but drinking and "exciting" Binge drinking is the worst habit and some week nights on Buffalo
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extends its congratulations to thefollowingnew
intitiates who were selectedfor membershipfromthe upper 7.5% ofthejunior class and the upper 10% ofthe
senior and graduate classes.
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"Let the love of learning rule humanity.
Shaun David Callaghan
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Softball Ends Losing Streak in Big Way
ERIC HOBECK

Sports Editor
After getting swept by Coastal
Carolina last week, ¿he Longwood
Softball team headed into their
weekend series against GardnerWebb with one thing on their mind:
redemption.
They left little doubt as to who
the better team was in Farmville this
weekend, sweeping Gardner-Webb to
move to 22-10 overall and 8-4 in the
Big South.
The three-game set was slated
to begin on Saturday with a
doubleheader and finish on Sunday
afternoon, but was pushed up to

a single-game start on Friday in
an attempt to beat Sunday's snow
system. A six-run second inning
powered LU to an 8-0, five-inning
victory on Friday, as the Lancers left
three on base in the bottom of that
second frame. Sophomore Megan
Baltzell was 2-for-2 with one RBI, and
Emily Murphy was l-for-3 with two
RBI. Libby Morris earned the win
with three baserunners allowed on 11
batters faced in three innings of effort.
Baltzell continued to prove herself
on Saturday as one of the team's
strongest offensive threats, going
l-for-2 with three runs in the first
game and blasting a walk-off shot to
center to secure the mercy-rule win in

the daycap. Baltzell was 2-for-4 with
four RBI in the second game.
In the first day's game, GardnerWebb drew first blood before two
runs in the first and a grand slam
by Chelsea Sciacca blew the game
wide open. Sciacca's bomb to left
scored Murphy, Baltzell and Brooke
Short. Brooke Shorf s three strikeouts
in three innings' work were good
enough for her 12th win on the year,
while Ashley Cornell struck out two
on the way to her second save of 2013.
In the final game of the series,
Baltzell's two-run homer to rightcenter made it 6-0 in favor of the hosts
in the bottom of the 4th, and Libby
Morris pitched a complete-game

shutout en route to her 10th win of the
season. Short was 2-for-3 in the day's
second game, as the Lancers had four
extra-base hits. Baltzell's home run,
which landed in the cemetery across
from the field and flew well over the
fence to avoid traffic heading both
ways, scored Rebecca Huitt as well,
who was pinch running for Kori
Nishitomi, who walked earlier in the
inning.
Longwood plays Radford today at
4:00 at Lancer Field. The Highlanders
are 8-17 with a 1-0 record in the
Big South. Becky Mantel leads the
Highlanders with a .313 batting
average.
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What's the Big
Deal about March
Madness?
ERIC HOBECK

Sports Editor

E v e r y year in the middle
of March, ifs the same story Cinderella teams and decadesold powerhouses fighting for
the title of college basketball's
best team. Some people get
tired of it after one or two
days of games, whereas some
folks - me included - can't get
enough.
There are a lot of reasons ifs
SPOKTS
so popular. For one, there are
COLUMN
plenty of Division I schools that
have basketball teams - good
ones at that - that don't have football teams. Four
of those teams (Florida Gulf Coast, Marquette,
Wichita State and La Salle) are still in the
tournament. This means that more Americans can
be invested in i t as their alma maters simply have
a higher chance of competing for a championship.
68 teams can win i t versus two for college football,
for example.
Speaking of Florida Gulf Coast the Eagles are a
fantastic story to say the least. The school itself is
barely two decades old and has already rocketed
to one of college sports' greatest heights. FGCU
and Longwood actually played a year ago with
the Eagles coming out on top by a 101-58 margin
down in Fort Myers. Florida Gulf Coast is the
first 15th-seed to advance to the Sweet 16, at once
busting brackets and winning over hearts in the
process. The last team a team seeded very low
got to the Sweet 16 was in 1997 when 14th-seeded
Chattanooga beat Georgia and Illinois to get to the
third round.
Photos By: Staff ^hotograpneRaura'cl
The intensity of the competition is better, I
Catcher No. 66 Megan Baltzell throws the ball to first base No. 22 Jamie Barbour to get out
No. 14 Brooke Short hit a fly ball Into the outfield to give Longwood the advantage would contend, than any other tournament or
No. 27 Taylar Pridgen of Gardner-Webb.
against Gardner-Webb.
game in sports. Teams have to go on a six-game
winning streak (or six one-game winning streaks)
to get where they ultimately want to be. One of
the unofficial slogans of the tourney is "survive
and advance," which really makes sense. I f s
cliché, but coaches and players really do take it
ERIC HOBECK
one game at a time. And they have to. These aren't
midfielder Lauren Prasnicki and tale as Longwood trailed 9-1 at and we will learn from it. We just
Sports Editor
(supposed to be) professional athletes; they're
attacker Sarah Arndt. Prasnicki had halftime and couldn't mount a need to continue to work on our
18-to-22-year-olds who are playing for the names
a game-high eight assists. Christian comeback, losing to Big South foe consistency and playing the full
The LU women's lacrosse team Acker played all 60 minutes in net, Davidson. McHugh and midfielder game from start to finish," Jones
on the front of their jerseys and not the ones on
went 1-1 last weekend with a 17- earning the win with 11 saves on Jamie Brentlinger had two goals said.
their backs.
10 triumph on the road at Old 21 shots. Hie Monarchs' Ashmore each, contributing to Longwood's
One bad game (like Georgetown and New
Next for Longwood is a road game
Dominion on Wednesday before Standing had a team-high five seven goals on 29 shots. Acker had at 2-6 High Point, as the Panthers
Mexico had), and you're done until November.
falling at Davidson on Saturday, 17- goals and keeper Karen Hayde had the loss in net, playing just over 1.5 play in their Big South opener.
One good game, like FGCU and Harvard had,
7.
three saves on 20 shots. "They came halves, giving up 15 goals on 17 The Lancers will return home on
and you indeed live to play another day. Ifs not
Against Old Dominion, the out strong and stuck to the game shots. Caitlyn Miller finished the Saturday to play a 3-6 William and
like the sports that have series and a few games
Lancers (6-3, 2-1 Big South) led plan both on offense and defense. game, saving two of four shots.
spread out over a month. Only six wins in three
Mary team from the CAA.
by 9-4 at the half before pulling McHugh had a nice day scoring,
weeks with three sets of two games, and the games
"For whatever reason, we came
All quotes come courtesy of
away throughout the second. The and Prasnicki did an amazing job out flat from the start and once LongwoodLancers.com.
themselves (first two rounds, regional semifinals
Lancers were paced by five goals feeding," said First-Year Head Davidson got the momentum,
and finals and Final Four) two days apart gets you
on six shots from midfielder Katie Coach Elaine Jones afterward.
the title. As Ricky Bobby said, "If you ain't first,
we just couldn't get it back. But,
McHugh and a hat trick from both
you're last." I f s one of my favorite movie quotes
On Saturday, it was a different sometimes these games happen,
ever, and it fits March Madness to a tee. The only
thing people remember is first place.
Another reason people like the tournament is
because anybody that plays at that level has a shot
at the outset of the season. It rewards greatness
and getting hot at the right time.
Putting the rivalry aside for a moment Liberty
represented the Big South in the opening round
because they got on a streak at the right time.
Teams like Maryland and Virginia Tech started the
season hot and trailed off when the time came to
MICHELLE GOLDCHAIN
people playing it or talking about it in which means that he can obviously your stamina is almost nonexistent."
step up. JMU, FGCU and all the other mid-major
Features Editor
every corner," said Sarras.
schools that got an at-large/automatic bid earned
run around the field a lot as a
"Other than that, getting used to my
Since the age of four, Sarras midfielder. He's got a great technical new surroundings and being alone
it through greatness and tough out-of-conference
Bom and raised in Santa Cruz, remembers kicking the soccer ball ability, and I think that the challenges and always on my own had been
scheduling.
Bolivia, Adel Sarras, a Longwood around with his oldest brother as resort to being that kind of inner tough at times," said Sarras.
Ifs not always a competition of talent, though.
graduate since 2013, moved to the well as going to the stadium to watch confidence to kind of push on and
Atkinson said, "I think Adel's come This isn't to say FGCU, Harvard and their
United States almost seven years soccer together.
take control of himself and of games, a long way. He really has. I think Cinderella predecessors weren't athletic or
ago with his family in search of
Sarras said, "I had to endure a lot and thafs something that he started through the adversity of youth - talented; they are. The NCAA Tournament is
more opportunities. Lancer turned of hardships from an early age such to show as he became older and more which is always going to bring a little
about heart above all else, combined with athletic
professional athlete, the search paid as the death of my parents, a brother mature," said Atkinson.
ability. On a stage that large, composure and
bit of challenges along there - 1 think
oft as Sarras now plays as center and a sister-in-law. Soccer has always
courage are the ultimate attributes, and a team
Of the many influences in his life, he's equipped himself very well."
midfielder for The Strongest the been an escape for me and this is why including Argentina soccer players
with players full of those has a better shot than
"I believe his best years are ahead of
oldest active soccer team in Bolivia.
I have such love for the game."
any.
Juan Riquelme and Diego Maradona, him, and I wish him all the success he
The Strongest is "the only team
Describing Longwood University Sarras described his mother as "my can in the game because he loves it a
Also, there's no tournament so large thafs as
to have played continuously in the as "one of the greatest experiences biggest hero." Other major influences lot" said Atkinson.
hyped as this. Two months of "bracketology"
country's top Division for longer than of my life," Sarras said that he chose include Atkinson as well as the
go into i t as talking heads from the biggest TV
For the future, Sarras noted that
a century," according to The Strongest to go to Longwood because of the Goolrick family, a family who he his goals include becoming a starter
networks and smallest blogs discuss who's
website. The Strongest has also played loyalty he was given as a an athlete, said took care of him for a year and for The Strongest and helping the
making it and where they'll be seeded. Over the
multiple international tournaments, as a student and as a person. Due "taught me how to be successful."
two weeks leading up to the tournament, the
team win a fourth championship. He
including the FIFA World Cup, and to citizenship conflicts, many D1
The motivations that have caused also hopes to one day represent the
anticipation is at a fever pitch as teams make their
has won three championship titles
programs lost interest, but Head him to continue to be so driven to Bolivian national team.
final cases to earn a bid. Teams like La Salle finish
Before attending
Longwood Coach of Men's Soccer Jon Atkinson succeed have included his mother,
strong and get in, while teams like Virginia are
"As far as goals outside of soccer,
University, Sarras played for Team and the Longwood soccer program father, oldest brother and sister-in- I just want to make my family and
relegated to the second-rate NIT.
America,
Annandale
United, continued to support him regardless. law as well as his family currently loved ones proud," said Sarras.
Over 8 million brackets were filled out on ESPN
DC United and various other
"[They] believed [in me] when no living in the United Sates.
leading up to the tournament. None of those are
"I am learning a lot and improving
international soccer leagues around one would," said Sarras, who later
"I had to sacrifice a lot to get here. as each day passes, and from here I
perfect any more. The odds of filling out a perfect
the DC, Maryland and Virginia areas. added, "I am proud to be a Lancer."
I left everything back in Virginia, want to take my soccer caieer as far as bracket are l-in-9.2 quintillion. In other terms,
Sarras said, "Since I can remember,
Atkinson said; "Adel's a little more hoping to make it, and now that I am I can. I would love to someday play in you're more likely to win the lottery while getting
soccer has been my passion, and it unique than most guys who arrive at here, it has added more fuel to my fire Europe and to represent my country. struck by lightning than getting a perfect bracket.
has opened up many doors in my Longwood."
and I want to take this as far as I can," After soccer is done, I plan on going
With any luck, though, you're in a respectable
life. Soccer has allowed me to travel
Atkinson commented that he said Sarras.
position and have a chance at winning your pool.
back to the States and hopefully
to different places in the world [and] recruited Sarras in Annandale, Va.
I've got a slim chance at winning $100 in my pool,
Since moving to Bolivia to play for starting my own business and taking
meet lifelong friends. It has given in 2007. "I remember him as a very The Strongest Sarras comments that care of my family," said Sarras.
but thafs ok. Teams like FGCU and Widuta State
me the opportunity to get a college young, very enthusiastic player who the main challenge for him is getting
Atkinson stated that the Men's going on their runs are what make March the best
education, and now I can say that I just had a very zest for the game, and used to the altitude of La Paz, Bolivia. Soccer Team at Longwood University
time of the year for sports fans - no matter how
am doing what I love for a living."
we knew that would translate well to As the highest capital city in the world is proud of him and that he is a
red a filled-out bracket gets.
"Soccer is almost like a religion here the college game."
in terms of altitude, Sarras says, "If s "testimony to anyone who comes to
This editorial is an opinion slated by the writer
in South America, and you can find
"He's got a great engine on him. almost impossible to breathe, and the school."
and does not represent the views of The Rotunda or

Lacrosse Beats Old Dominion, Loses to Davidson

El Stronguista, El Campeón, El Jugador
A Profile on Pro Soccer Player Ade! Sarras

Longwood University.

Longwood Drops Home Series to Virginia Military Institute
KEVIN GREEN

Asst. Sports Editor
The Longwood baseball team dropped a three game series to
the visiting Virginia Military Institute Keydets over the weekend.
The Keydets took games one and three while the Lancers won in
game two. Assistant Coach Brian McCullough said, "I thought our
starting pitching ... set the tone for the weekend for our ball club."
Game one of the series turned into a pitcher's duel between
Longwood (11-14, 3-3 Big South) senior right-hander Kyler
Morgan and VMI lefty Connor Bach. The Keydets scored the only
run of the game when centerfielder Rob Dickinson delivered an
RBI single to right.
Bach tossed eight shutout innings and recorded five strikeouts
while only surrendering two hits. Morgan went seven innings for
the Lancers and struck out seven while only giving up five hits.
According to McCullough, the loss in game one "stung the most.
If we win that game, we win the series."
In game two, the Lancers edged the Keydets in a 4-3 thriller. The
game featured a scoreless tie until freshman centerfielder Colton
Konvicka blasted a towering homerun to left field in the fifth
inning. Konvicka finished 1 for 4 with 2 RBI.
The Keydets did not wait long to respond. In the top of the
sixth and with runners on second and third, the Lancers brought
in sophomore closer Aaron Myers in place of classmate Brandon
. Vick. Vick pitched 5.2 innings while recording two strikeouts and
one walk.
VMI countered the strategy with a pinch-hitter in the form of
freshman Red Dowdell. Dowdell made it pay off by delivering an
RBI single over the outstretched arms of third baseman C.J. Roth
to cut the lead to 2-1.
Down 3-1 in the top of the ninth inning, VMI came right back
and answered the call with a two-run RBI single to left field by
sophomore Sheldon Shifflett. Sophomores Brandon Angus and
Michael Donovan scored the runs to tie the game at three.
With freshman Kyri Washington on second, freshman Travis

Burnette laid down a bunt in order to move Washington to third.
However, the throw from third baseman Ray Lopez was wild, and
Washington plated the winning run. Myers pitched the final 3.1
innings for the Lancers. The sophomore recorded six strikeouts
while giving u p two earned runs on six hits. "Aaron gave us a
good chance to win ... he fell behind a couple of hitters there late,
but he still battled," said McCullough.
In game three, VMI won handily in a 13-1 romp to take the series.
The Keydets got the scoring started in the second inning with five
runs, including a three-run homerun from junior Thomas Stallings.
From there, it was all VMI.
Freshman Blake Ream got the start but only lasted two full
innings of work. Ream gave up six runs (five earned), including
a three-run homerun by Thomas Stallings in the second inning.
In total, the Lancers used four freshmen pitchers in game three of
the series.
McCullough said, "They're gaining experience, so we hope
they learn from this and move forward." McCullough noted that,
although Ream struggled in the game, "He is definitely getting
the ball again next weekend." Ream is currently 2-3 on the season
with a 5.61 era in six appearances.
The Keydets added six more runs in the closing innings and
cruised to a 13-1 win. VMI was lead in game three. Dickinson
finished 3 for 5 with two RBI and two runs scored. By taking two
of. three games at Longwood, VMI moved to 11-15 (3-3 BSC) and
into a tie with the Lancers for fourth place in the North Division
of the Big South.
The Lancers last night started on a five-game road trip that with
a twinbill at North Carolina Central, which ended with two losses
by scores of 5-4 and 10-0. The trip also features a three game set
against the Big South North Division-leading Liberty Flames. The
Flames are 15-9 on the season with a 4-2 start in conference play.
On that serie?, McCullough said, "We're going down there to
win the series ... we're not going to treat it any differently." The
next home game for the Lancers is on April 3 against the George
Mason Patriots.
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No. 2 freshman, Colton Konvicka slides to second base avoiding an out by an opposing VMI player at this past weekend's game.
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No. 21 sophomore, lyter Wlsiocki pitches during the VMI game.
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